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Chapter I.
Statement of the Problem — Previous Investigations.
There is no measure of auditory comprehension available for general
use as a group test. It is the purpose of this thesis to construct a re-
liable measure of auditory comprehension adapted to the group testing of
children in the age range of seven to twelve. Since one of the most im-
portant uses of such a measure is for comparison with other language func-
tions, particularly comprehension in reading ability, and since it is
highly desirable that in any such comparison the tests involved be con-
structed and standardized in a similar manner, tests in comprehension in
reading were also constructed in the present study.
One of the psychological problems which has received a great deal of
attention in recent years is that of severe reading difficulties among
children. Research in this field has been handicapped greatly by the lack
of a suitable means of detecting children with this form of disability.
Monroe^ defines reading difficulty as a child with at least one year's
reading retardation below mental age, and in addition, in the upper grades,
a year's retardation below grade placement, while in the lower grade the
reading retardation need be only one half year. Since the specific read-
ing difficulty is differentiated from general dullness by including a men-
tal age rating in its definition, it is essential to reading diagnosis that
a reliable criterion of mental age be used.
1. I'lOnioe, U. Methods for Diagnosis and Treatment of Cases of Reading
Pi sability. Genetic Psychology Monographs
.
Vol. IV. l\Tos. 4 and 5.
October
,
1928.
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Group tests of intelligence ift common use are not suited to the ac^-
Curate measurement of the mental ages of children who have difficulty in
reading. The presence of a preponderance of reading items in group intelli-
gence tests causes children with reading difficulty to bbtain very low
scores and thus "be classed as dull when they are actually normal or "bright.
As a result, children with specific reading difficulty now go undiscovered,
since their low reading scores are explained on the "basis of general dull-
ness. In the study of the effect of reading ability on intelligence mea-
(2)
sures, Durrell found that group tests involving reading items varied
from the Stanford-Einet score in proportion to the reading ability of the
child. The difference ranged from fifteen to thirty I.Q. points, depending
upon the nature of the linguistic factors of the group intelligence test.
He concludes:
"The 1^' s from the group tests studies appear to vary to a significant
degree with the reading accomplishment of the group examined. Since school
success depends to a large extent on reading ability, the presence of read-
ing items in a test will not necessarily invalidate it as a measure for the
prediction of school success if the reading accomplishment of the child is
relatively constant. Yet it is true that the presence of this large factor
of reading in intelligence tests will allow many children to "be classed as
dull who are really normal or "bright, "bat who have poor reading ability. It
follows that the group intelligence test involving a great number of reading
items should not be used as a basis for intelligence or accomplishment
quotients. It appears to be a reading test incorrectly labelled."
In a previous investigation Durrell v ' found that the Stanford-Einet,
although it contained few tests of reading, was so heavily based on infor-
mation derived from reading and upon other language skills, that the child
(2) Durrell, D. D. Reading Disability in the Intermediate Grades.
Unpublished Doctor's Thesis, Harvard University, 1930.
(3) Durrell, D. D. The Effect of Special Pi sability in Reading- on the
Performance on the Stanford-Einet Test
. Unpublished Master of Arts Thesis,
University of Iowa, 1927,
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with reading difficulty was handicapped an average of six points in IQ,.
Individual children showed handicaps of as much as twenty-five points in
IQ. He suggests an abbreviated form of the Stenford-Binet for children
with reading difficulty. The use of the Stanford-Binet is severely limited
"by the fact that it is an individual test requiring about an hour for each
child, and therefore it is expensive and time consuming with large papula-
tions of school children.
The child's skill in auditory comprehension should serve as a "better
criterion of his potentialities in reading comprehension than would the
group tests of intelligence. If the child is able to understand a wide
range of auditory symbols, there seems to be no reason why he should not
understand visual symbols equally well if he has no sensory handicaps.
This is a basic assumption underlying the use of the auditory comprehen-
sion test as a measure of possible reading accomplishment for the child.
To measure auditory comprehension accurately it is necessary to avoid
the use of other language skills in the test. At the age range for which
the test is designed it is likely that the understanding of spoken lang-
\iage is the child's most facile language skill. In measuring it, the
child should not be handicapped by the necessity of expressing his under-
standing by the narrower language functions of speaking or writing, nor
should printed or written words be employed. To this end it is necessary
to measure the child' s auditory comprehension through the use of a medium
that contains as little symbolic form as possible. In the present test it
was decided to measure the child' s hearing comprehension by allowing him
to identify in pictures the words spoken by the examiner. This method has
the advantage of avoiding other language functions and being adaptable to
the group tests situation.

In order to get a more reliable measure of the function, it seemed 8 »
desirable to construct two tests, one which measured the understanding voca-
bulary, and the other measuring the understanding of longer units of spoken
material. The scores in these tests would later he compared with the scores
received in the accompanying tests which require reading ability.
The Stanford Revision of the Binet-Simon Tests of Intelligence utilizes
a hearing vocabulary test, but requires the subject to define words orally.
This type of testing technioue is of course limited to individual testing,
and handicaps the subject by requiring him not only to understand the word,
but also to give a synonym of a verbal, definition.
The technioue for the use of pictures in the measurement of vocabulary
has been established by several other investigators, but none at the seven
to twelve yepr old level, nor ha,s any previous study of the comprehension of
longer units of spoken material utilized the multiple choice pictures for
checking comprehension. In the pre-school level several tests utilize pic-
(4)
tures farr measuring vocabulary. The Van Alstyne Picture Vocabulary Test
(5)
and the Sangren Informational Tests for Young Children, v ' and many of the
intelligence tests in the primary grades utilize a picture method in the
measurement of vocabulsry.
Two previous studies in regard to hearing comprehension have been re-
ported. Young^ compared the understanding of spoken passages with the
(4) Van Alstyne, Dorothy. The Environment of Three Year Olds
,
factors re-
lated to intelligence and vocabulary tests, Teachers College, Columbia, 1889
(5) Sangren, Paul V. Information Tests for Young; Children . Tforld Book
Company, Yonkers on the Hudson, Hew York.
(6) Young, Mm. E. The Relation of Reading Comprehension and Retention to
Thesis . State University, of Iowa, 1930.
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understanding of the passages read in an investigation among the school
children in the grades four, five, and aix. Found that the hearing compre-
hension was superior to all types of material and at all levels. However,
Young's test reauired that the child read twentjr units of five multiple
choice items each in selecting the proper resoonse in the comprehension
test. This test was complicated by a very large element of reading. The
child with difficulty in reading would be handicapped severely in having
his comprehension of spoken passages measured in this fashion. A study "by
(7)Russell v ' on children in grades seven, eight, and nine, used tests of a
similar type. Any material which so handicaps the child "by presenting too
much linguistic material makes it impossible to judge fairly as to whether
the child is of low ability, or is failing because of his inability to knov
words when he sees them.
?)Russell R. D. "The Relative Effectiveness of Presenting Verbal Material
Visually and Orally as Measured by the Amount of Recall . " Unpublished
Ph. D. Thesis, State University of Iowa, 1923.
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Chapter II.
The Construction of the Preliminary Form of the Test
The most practicable test "battery to serve the purpose outlined in
Composed.
Chapter I, appeared to he one^of four tests. Two tests of auditory comp-
rehension and two tests of reading comprehension which would parallel
each other, would enable one to make certain interesting comparisons. An
Wo u JcL be
auditory vocabulary test which fifteen exactly equal in difficulty and
similar in construction to a reading vocabulary test, and a hearing para-
graph comprehension test paired with a reading paragraph comprehension
test, similar in construction, make up the battery.
I. Picture Vocabulary Test. Its Construction.
A. Selection of words for the vocabulary test.
There are always many problems involved in the selection of words
for a vocabulary test. It is desirable to select those words which ex-
actly fit the range of abilities of the children for whom the test is de-
signed. It is customary to take a vocabulary list such as Thomdike 1 s
"Teacher's Word Book," v and from this list to select at random the
words for the test. However, the range of words in the Thomdike list is
so great that any selection on a random ba.sis would not be suitable for
the narrow range found in grades two to six. While the words of the
Thorndike list are given a numerical rating on a basis of frequency, and
while Thorndike assumes that frequency indicates the relative difficulty
of the word, statistically there is no basis for the assumption. The
Thomdike ' list is composed of a word count of approximately ten
(8) Thomdike, E. L. Teacher's V/ord Book of 20,000 V/orcls Found Lost
Frequently in General Heading for Children and Young Peoule. Teachers
College, Columbia University, 1931.

million running words, chosen chiefly from adult literature. An analysis
of lists of words of known difficulty for the children in the grades,
showed that the Thorndike rating could not he used satisfactorily in the
grade placement of words for childly.For example, the word general appears
in the first thousand of the Thorndike^
8
' list, which should indicate
that it is a first grade word. However, the word does not appear at all
(9)
in the International Kindergarten Union list which is a compilation of
the words commonly used in the speech of kindergarten children. The class-4
ification of the Thorndike word list in relation to children's usage is
now "being investigated by Dr. A. I. Gates, of Columbia University.
The selection of the words for the purpose of the list^if it was to be
sensitive, obviously required a list which has received more ca,re in its
derivation than such a list as the Thorndike. Durrell^^ in compiling a
list of words for use with remedial classes, met a problem similar to the
one that confronts the maker of a hearing vocabulary test. His list was
(11)
selected from the Faucett-Maki x list which contains the two most im-
portant adult word counts, the Thorndike and the Horn. From the Faucett-
Maki^^ list he chose the words which had a frequency rating of fifty or
below. The group of words thus derived was evaluated for its suitability
for children by checking it against the International Kindergarten Union
(121
list and the Fitzgerald list of words commonly used in the writing of
children aged ten, eleven, and twelve.
(9) Horn, Madeline. A Study of the Vocabulary of Children Before Enter-
ing First Grade
. International Kindergarten Union, Washington, D.C. 1928
(10) Durrell, D.D. A Vocabulary for corrective Reading
.
Elementary
English Review 11:106 - 109, April 1934.
(11) Faucett, L. and Maki, I. A Study of Word Values
. Tokyo, Japan,
I'atsura Sanshodo, 1932.
(12) Fitzgerald, M.S. Elementary School Journal
.
January, 1934.
11.
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Trie exact statistical derivation of the list gathered from these sources
is outlined in the article referred to in the footnote below. This list
provides words suitable for grades one to three.
Since no list of words suitable for children in grades four, five,
and six was available, a research study, deriving such a list, was made
by the writer. Forty-five books commonly used in grades three, four, and
five, including social science books as well as readers, were selected as
a basis for this work. Fifteen books on each grade level were carefully
studied to discover the words that were common in each grade. In order
(13)
not to duplicate primary grade lists, the Gates Primary Reading List v
and the Burrell Word List^0 ^ were combined with a word list derived from
a study of ten third grade readers. All new words in the fourth grade
not appearing on this list were recorded. Words which occurred in at
least seven of the fifteen books were presumed to be suitable for the
grade. Vfhen the fourth grade list was complete, the new words appearing
in the fifth grade were counted and the list for that grade was made up
on the basis of the same frequency of occurrence in the books as was re-
quired for the fourth grade. On the basis of the fourth and fifth grade
list, the new words in the sixth grade were counted and a list for that
grade was made up in a fashion similar to that of the other two.
Prom the lists thus derived, a random list of 450 words which would
be suitable for grades two to six was drawn up. This list contained
three times as many words as was intended for actual use in the picture
vocabulary test. But the problem of picturing each word made it necessary
to draw up a longer list so that there would be some freedom of choice in
(13) Gates, A. I. A Reading Vocabulary for Primary Grades . Bureau of
Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 1S2S.
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desi t~ning the pictures.
B. Selection of pictures for the vocabulary test.
After the words had "been selected, the next problem was that of test-
ing the child's knowledge of the word through the use of pictures. Two
major tasks required solution. The first was that of "balancing the parte
of speech in the final test. Obviously nouns are easier to picture than
other parts of speech, and a picture test is apt to he overloaded with
such words. By careful study, however, a strong sampling of other parts of
speech was included in the tentative list for picturing. A second task
was that of condensing the test into a smaJ.1 size so tha.t it could he dup-
licated without prohibitive expense. The final form of the test was origi-
nally planned to contain seventy-five items, and if a four-choice multiple
response picture test were to he "built, it would he necessary to duplicate
three hundred pictures. Since the hearing paragraph comprehension was al-
so to he a picture test, it seemed more practical to cut down the number of
pictures. This was done by using the matching type test which utilized
groups of eight pictures to which five stimulus words were attached, thus
requiring only one hundred twenty pictures. The construction of the test
demanded a careful selection of the non-stimulus pictures, since they were
needed to serve as confusions for more than one of the stimulus pictures.
By proper grouping of the words chosen for testing, this difficulty v/as
overcome.
In testing words it is necessary to restrict the definition to one of
the meanings, or at least to a restricted number of the meanings of the
word. Seldom, even in reading vocabulary tests, is the definition exactly
y
synonnous with all of the meanings of the stimulus word.
1 See appendix Table I.
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Testing the .meaning of the word by a picture was to restrict even further
the definition possibility. It was essentirl to draw pictures which would
test a meaning of the word which was suited to the grade level for which the
test was designed. It was necessary then, first, to estimate subjectively
the meaning which would be known to the child, and then to draw a picture
which would illustrate that meaning. Whether the final result was satisfac-
tory could be told only by trial with children. For this purpose one hun-
dred fifty pictures and words were provided. These pictures were put into
groups of five each and were tried out on twenty children in each of the
grades two to six. Six superior, eight average, and six dull children were
chosen on a basis of the school achievement test records. The testing at
this stage was individual, each child selecting the picture which matched
the stimulus word. Two factors were noted in this testing; one was the suit
ability of the words chosen for each grade level, and the other was the re-
action of the child to the pictures in relation to the word. The final se-
lection of the seventy-five items for the group form of the test was based
upon this item analysis. The results of this study are included in the
table below.
Table I.
Individual Try-out of Hearing Vocabulary
on One Hundred Fifty Original Words.
Figures indicate the number of successes of twenty children in each grade.
fords II III IV V VI
suit 20 20 19 20 20
catch 12 14 18 19 20
under 7 13 18 19 20
many 6 10 16 20 20
alike 15 11 20 20 20

Words II III IV V VI
broom 20 20 19 20 20
rabbit 20 20 20 20 20
play 18 16 20 20 20
chickens 20 20 20 20 20
pull 7 8 16 18 19
fun 4 9 10 16 18
snow 19 14 17 11 13
kite 15 16 20 20 20
sheep 18 15 14 17 17
work 4 6 3 4 6
city 12 16 20 20 20
reach 15 18 18 19 19
change 10 14 16 17 19
cattle 6 8 12 15 19
long ago 5 14 17 19 20
company 4 10 15 18 19
sign 1 10 15 18 19
family 1 6 8 11 15
furious 0 2 6 10 14
print 0 8 12 15 17
cold 3 5 2 6 4
sell 4 6 5 10 7
letter 2 20 13 12 18
market 3 3 7 5 9
friendly 0 12 3 2
bureau 2 3 7 9
declare 0 12 5
blame 4 5 9 9
motion 6 3 5 8
hasten 0 2 13
introduce 5 3 7 11
upset 2 6 9 10
bounce . 18 20 20 20
injure 15 11 12 14
master 4 3 4 6
blast 4 6 71 15
insects 5 6 12 17
embrace 3 8 11 15
monument 5 6 10 14
damage 7 8 12 15

Grades
Words II III IV V vl
"balcony 0 5 8 11
athlete 4 6 10 12
"banquet 1 4 8 14
model 6 6 10 15
distress 2 4 7 12
narrow 1 3 2
auarrel 11 14 16
wrench 0 3 5
separate 2 7 5
terrify U o aO
inquire 3 4 8
group 4 5 4
orchard 3 11 12
welcome 0 5 6
generous
<->2 r-r3 7
argue 6 12 20
erecting 6 10 13
foliage 2 7 14
menus 7 12 18
stout cD 1L> lb
accident 18 20 19
pioneers 2 6 4
precious 1 5 6
highway- 3 4 10
immense 2 7 9
liberty 0 8 0
cathedral 11 19 20
cliffs 4 16 13
"bazaar 1 3 4
anxious 2 2 3
audience 4 14 28
companion 6 21 35
mansion 2 17 30
mi schi evous 2 15 27
village 3 18 31
plunge 4 8 18
cultivate 1 10 17
stadium 2 12 16
procession • 6 14 20
tranquil 1 12 18
<
Words II III IV V VI 17.
wanderer 2 6 7
knell 0 2 5
dispute 13 4
committee 12 5
attic 1 3 14
weapons 11 13 12
debate 2 5 4
pirates 14 15 19
wharf 3 5 6
umpire 18 13 20
baton 0 5 8
laboratory 1 7 10
pedestrian 2 9 12
precipice 0 8 13
cataract 0 5 11
fatal 7 8 9
opponent 2 5 4
fertile 0 3 5
collision 16 5
apprentice 0 2 4
annihilate 0 2 4
rapier 0 4 7
turbulent 0 3 6
vagrant 0 4 8
cracible 0 7 5
pretend 5 11 15
vicious 6 11 17
interfere 4 10 16
exchange 3 10 15
forlorn 2 9 16
bouyant 0 5 11
irritate 1 6 12
demolish 0 3 7
renovate 13 6
defiant 0 4 5
ceremony 1 13 16
forceps 2 0 8
yacht 0 3 7
terrace 15 2
prostrated 0 0 3
relaxed 0 2 9
cooperate 14 6
venerable 0 3 10
communicate 1 3 12
casement 0 2 1X3
i
18.
Grades
Words II III IV V VI
survivor u D
interior X o
deliver 3 9 13
banner 2 8 14
gratitude 1 7 1U
secretary- 1 d 5
recline 7 7
escort 0 0 1
revenge 1 2 1
caravan u 1
instruct rrO 8 12
confined Qy J. ft
perform nO 1± 1 P±D
enthusiasm 1 2 12
signal 2 9 14
gallery 3 5 6
orchestra 2 8 16
nautical 0 0 0
junction 0 0 1
engrave 1 0 0
The words were not tested in the lower grades when they were known to "be
too difficult.
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Another factor involved in condensing the tests to a workable size
was that of reducing the size of the pictures without handicapping the
child. No studies are available which indicate what size pictures may "be
used for testing purposes, therefore a separate study upon this point was
made necessary. To this end the words chosen for the list were put into
three groups of equal difficulty, as judged "by the foregoing study.
Children were presented the pictures in the first group of words, with the
Picture size 4 x 4 inches; the second group of pictures was made 1-g- x 1^-
inches; while the third group of words was tested "by pictures lxl inches
The table below shows the results of this study.
Table II.
Initial Try-out on Picture Size Study. Picture Vocabulary.
Lincoln and Mystic Schools,
Winchester, Mass.
Six bright children, eight average, and six dull were tested in each grade
to note how the scores in the pictures might differ when various sizes
were used.
Column A represents the difference in the scores received between pic-
tures 4x4 inches and 1-|- x l|- inches.
Column B represents the difference in the scores received between pictures
I 1- x 1-r inches and lxl inch.
Number Correct Out of Possible Twenty.
Grade II.
Pupils. 4x4 ii- * ii lxl A B
1 11 10 11 0 il
2 12 12 11 -1 -1
3 6 6 7 -1 il
4 8 8 7 -1 -1
5 10 10 10 0 0
6 11 11 9 -2 -2
7 10 12 10 0 -2
8 9 9 9 0 0
9 7 6 8 4-1 4-2
10 9 8 9 0 4-1
11 11 10 11 0 4-1
12 6 6 6 0 0

Ta"ble II. Continued.
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TV __ • *i _ 4X4 J-a x lg 1
13 rrO 6 5
14 10 10 9
15 11 12 10
16 4 3 4
17 5 6 6
18 4 7 3
19 3 5 3
20 2 0 3
Grade III.
1 20 19 19
2 17 14 16
3 10 11 9
4 16 14 15
5 12 14 14
6 17 19 17
7 18 15 17
8 20 19 20
9 16 15 19
10 12 14 11
11 17 20 18
12 16 16 19
13 19 20 17
14 17 17 16
15 16 20 19
16 15 19 18
17 18 15 17
18 9 7 7
19 12 11 12
OA
Grade IV.
1 12 14 12
2 7 9 8
3 11 11 10
4 12 15 13
5 8 9 7
6 13 11 12
7 18 18 19
8 10 17 12
9 12 11 13
10 15 16 16
11 14 16 14
12 17 15 15
0
-1
-1
0
+1
-1
0
+1
20
-1
_T_
-1
-1
4-2
0
-1
0
f3
-1
-1
-2
-1
f
5
-2
C_
l20
0
1
—J.
-1
+1
-1
fl
-1
• •2
•1
-2
13
-1
-1
-2
-1
0
-4
-2
0
4-2
-2
4-2
0
4-2
,2
•1
..4
-2
i.3
-1
-1
-&L3~
i 20
+2
-1
-1
-2
-2
-1
fl
-2
f2
C

Table II. Con.
21,
Pupils.
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
1est20^~\
ed A
y/ith J
glasses/
on.
4x4
15
16
18
15
12
15
16
11
1* * lb
14
16
18
14
11
9
17
13
lxl
15
17
19
16
11
7
16
11
B
0
£
-8
0
j-4_
20
Grade V,
1 16 14 16 0 -2
2 14 12 14 0 f2
3 17 16 15 -2 -1
4 15 19 18 +3 -1
5 16 14 15 _1 -1
6 19 18 19 0 •1
7 17 15 16 _1 .1
8 9 8 11 f2
5 10 11 7 -3
10 12 10 11 _n .1
11 15 17 16 fl .1
12 10 9 7 -z
13 12 14 15 +3 \\
14 17 15 16 -1 1
15 8 7 9 4-1 •2
16 10 9 11 f1 •2
17 14 12 14 0 •2
18 11 3 10 -1 •2
19 17 19 20 4-3 •1
20 4 6 5 *i- -1
20
£1
20
Grade VI,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
7
11
5
13
11
16
18
13
3
16
7
15
13
16
20
15
8
15
4
14
12
14
19
14
fl
+4
-1
fl
fl
o
—Cj
fl
fl
-1
-1
-3
-1
-1
-2
-1
-1

Table II Con.
Pupil
s
4x4 l^r X lA lxl A
9 17 15 15 -2 0
10 12 14 11 -3
11 16 18 17 4-1 -1
12 19 17 18 _1 11
13 13 12 10 —* \_j -2
14 1 7JL I — 2^ —
O
15 16 18 15 -1 -3
X vj 11Jktmm 10 8 -3 -2
17 13 14 15 I2
fi18 12 12 11 -1
19 10 7 9 -1
20 8 6 7 -1
-6
20 20
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It is evident from the foregoing table that the children are not
handicapped in their scores by the smaller sizes of pictures. The child-
ren' s comments were carefully noted to decide whether they preferred one
size of picture above the other two. The children expressed no com-
plaints against the smaller size of pictures, and some of the comments of
the children are listed below.
"I can see the little pictures better than the big ones." (This
child selected correctly a greater number of the small pictures than of
the larger ones.) "The little ones look more like the funnies, I like
them better." "You don't have to look at so much in the little picture
to get the right answer." etc.
The words from this original study of one hundred fifty which were
tried out with children individually, served as a basis for a second pre-
liminary form. This form consisted of the seventy-five items most sensi-
tive to the grade level. The five pictures to be included in each group
were combined by difficulty level with three pictures which would serve
as confusions to the stimulus words. The "confusions" were carefully
chosen so that they might serve to satisfy the alternative definitions of
several of the stimulus pictures. The resulting groups of eight pictures
were combined i&to a test consisting of fifteen groups of pictures grad-
ed approximately from easy to difficult. The resulting form of the test
was finally reduced so that the pictures were reproduced in a one inch by
one inch size and united with the other three tests of the battery. This
test was tried out on approximately one thousand children in grades two
through six. The words were finally arranged in order of difficulty by a
study of the results set down in the following table.

Table III Hearing Vocabulary Percent Correct
The relative difficulty of each test item, ex-
pressed in percent of passes in eech grade.
Number of pupils in each grade.
II - 208
III - 337
IV - 236
V - 197
VI - 335
Grade
I
Words
II III IV V VI
catch 78 97 90 81 93
under 78 79 79 79 90
many 60 87 91 86 97
alike 36 54 61 73 82
The fifth word in this group " rabbit" was used as a sample.
II
II III IV V VI
city 34 64 89 86 97
reach 71 89 96 84 92
change 29 71 76 78 84
cattle 53 70 74 86 89
long ago 51 69 76 85 86
III
II III IV V VI
company 59 84 87 89 44
sign 22 36 55 67 97
family 12 46 50 70 80
furious 7 13 27 30 42
print 47 77 76 77 88

Table III. Con.
IV
Words
II III IV V VI
"blast 36 55 80 77 85
insects 46 55 87 77 92
embrace 46 20 15 35 58
monument 7 43 70 80 97
damage 29 42 61 70 85
II III IV V VI
balcony 14 29 49 58 67
athlete 10 42 53 73 86
bancuet 16 48 52 67 87
model 17 57 53 75 85
distress 7 38 48 54 69
VI
II III IV V VI
argue 3 34 72 87 91
erecting 7 42 52 67 82
foliage 7 47 43 60 79
menus 1 17 15 21 40
stout 4 43 51 37 57
VII
II III IV V VI
audience 5 78 89 87 99
companion 3 61 64 79 93
mansion 4 63 83 87 96
mischievous 3 41 34 57 81
village 1 39 67 80 96
VIII
II III IV V VI
blunge 3 57 63 71 83
cultivate 3 18 31 40 78
stadium 4 47 76 77 95
procession 3 9 27 32 27
tranquil 2 21 65 58 90

IX Table III. Con.
"baton
laboratory
pedestrian
precipice
cataract
X
annihilate
rapier
turbuient
vagrant
crucible
XI
bouyant
irritpte
demolish
renovate
defiant
XII
instruct
confined
perform
enthusiasm
signal
XIII
survivor
interior
deliver
banner
gratitude
II III IV VI
16
7
5
7
5
31
23
13
48
30
54
35
18
48
16
57
35
42
62
57
II III
2
1
2
I?
2
L
0
0
0
23
3
6
3
21
VI
28
1
5
0
6
II III I? VI
?
2
5
5
7
17
23
10
16
9
13
47
10
18
25
IV V VI
10
45
54
37
11
17
74
70
49
28
39
83
79
58
36
II III IV VI
9
34
45
39
18
27
49
84
57
45
41
75
88
72
57
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XIV
?fords
Table III. Con.
II III IV V VI
pretend - 20 32 63
vicious - 30 56 67
interfere - 50 76 72
forlorn - 36 49 70
exchange - - 30 45 66
XV
II III IV V VI
relaxed - 32 42 50
cooperate - 26 30 38
venerable - 29 49 52
communicate - - 11 50 68
casement - 9 28 42
- Tests not administered in these grades where no numbers appear.
Vocabulary too difficult.
In the preliminary form of the test the words were arranged across
the page in rows of eight. (Copy in Appendix.) The writer felt that a
rearrangement of the pictures to cover a shorter eye span might he bet-
ter from the point of seeing the pictures quickly. This arrangement was
tried out in the final form of the test. (Copy in Appendix.)

28.
The Construction of the Auditory Paragraph
Comprehension Test.
This test originally consisted of twenty paragraphs, graded in diffi-
culty from simple narrative written on a primary grade level as judged
from the previous vocabulary studies end the usual sentence cor. struc tion
at this level, to extremely difficult paragraphs as judged "by the vocabu-
lary, sentence structure, and concept difficulties. The paragraphs were
written with the idea in mind to make them as interesting as possible to
children at the various grade levels, and to include the various types of
material and vocabulary usually presented in the grades they v/ere prepared
for. Eactual and informational topics as well as selections from the
fields of science and of history were used also. On the basis of the
writer's experience with stories for children, the plots and topics v/ere
designed to catch and hold the interest and attention of youngsters, so
that the tests would measure comprehension of the material rather than the
degree of attention which the child gave to the paragraph.
Five questions were made for each of these paragraphs. In order to
assure comprehension rather than a mere verbal memory, the questions were
phrased in words other than those used in the paragraphs. Multiple choice
picture answers were provided for each of these questions. Since the non-
stimulus pictures were drawn so as to require careful discrimination on
the part of the child to pick the correct picture, three-choice answers
were considered adequate.
The test of twenty paragraphs with the accompanying questions and
pictures was tried out individually on one hundred children, twenty in
each grade two through six.

The resulting item analysis was used to select the twelve paragraphs used
in the second preliminary form and to place them in approximate order of
difficulty.
The analysis "below was "built from the findings of the second prelimi-
nary testing. The results were studied and the paragraphs finally placed
in order of difficulty on the basis of these results.
Table IV.
Hearing Comprehension. (Paragraphs.)
The relative difficulty of each test item, expressed in percent of passes
for each grade.
!fumber of pupils in each grade.
II - 208
III - 337
IV - 236
V - 197
Story I.
VI - 335
II III IV V VI
A 33 71 76 77 81
B 64 87 94 94 92
C 73 59 56 57 69
D 23 71 63 72 76
E 42 71 75 74 80
Story II.
II III IV V VI
A 46 57 75 72 7S
B 52 69 73 68 83
0 55 76 80 84 85
D 46 74 82 78 84
E 14 34 26 28 33
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Table IV. Con.
(Hearing Comprehension)
Story III.
A
B
C
D
E
Story IV.
A
B
C
D
E
Story V.
A
B
C
D
E
Story VI,
A
B
C
D
E
Story VII.
A
B
C
D
-fi-
ll
73
28
22
32
36
II
17
22
25
16
73
II
0
0
0
0
0
II
II
III
55
55
64
54
64
III
56
57
68
54
48
III
55
61
59
37
50
III
41
59
42
48
35
III
10
10
5
6
4
IV
57
71
70
63
62
IV
61
83
72
54
50
IV
76
69
71
45
70
IV
76
69
71
45
70
IV
28
45
52
40
32
69
70
74
63
72
66
80
78
67
54
77
83
77
53
77
77
83
77
53
77
26
47
68
50
-57-
VI
68
80
78
63
78
VI
82
91
83
65
62
VI
80
76
79
69
74
VI
80
76
74
69
74
VI
28
54
79
60
^57-
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Table IV. Con.
(Hearing Comprehension)
Story VIII.
II III IV V VI
A - 30 41 54
B - 42 49 67
C - 19 39 42
D - 53 75 86
E - 33 35 53
Story IX.
II III IV V VI
A - 13 58 67
B - 12 50 70
C - 18 56 64
D - 12 46 60
E - 10 44 47
Story X.
A - 19 29 14
B 6 15 7
C - 10 21 15
D - 7 16 26
E - 24 35 56
Story XX.
II III IV V VI
A - 25 23 39
B - 46 54 61
C - 35 39 44
D - 17 23 30
E - 30 43 54
Story XII.
II III IV V VI
A - 73 86 84
B - 25 41 60
C - 9 11 27
D - 9 24 45
E - 36 43 45
Where no numbers appear the test was not administered in those grades, as
the content was too difficult.
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Construction of the Reading Vocabulary Test
This test was constructed and evaluated "by Donald D. Durrell and the
results reported as part of a previous study.
The selection of words for the test was made in a manner similar to
that described for the foregoing hearing vocabulary test. The one hundred
fifty words chosen were listed in order of approximate difficulty, and two
forms of seventy-five items each were prepared for a preliminary trial.
The five choices for the multiple response test were selected on the "basis
of possible confusion with the word defined. For example, certain of the
answers were similar in visual form to the stimulus word, certain of them
were possible misinterpretations of the stimulus word, while, of course,
one synonomous response was included.
These tests were mimeographed and tried out on three hundred and
eighteen children in grades four, five, and six. The preliminary form of
the test is included in the appendix, A form of the test to he used in
this s$2idy was made. Those items which showed the greatest percent of
passage difference between the grades were selected for the final
seventy-five items test.
The results of an analysis of the words of this test is presented
here.
Table V.
Word Meaning Test
The relative difficulty of each test item, expressed in percent of
passes in each grade.
Number of pupils in each grade.
Gr. IV - 87
Gr. V - 121
Gr. VI - 120

Table V. Continued. 33.
dog 100 100 100
robin 96 100 100
"bring 94 96 98
small 82 94 95
fall 92 95 96
bake 98 98 97
dollar 98 97 99
voice 97 98 98
potato
e
98 99 99
beef 98 99 99
chop 95 95 100
above 94 98 98
bent 97 93 97
trpvel 94 99 99
oil 92 100 99
auarrel 95 93 100
hall 90 97 98
island 91 96 98
remain 85 93 97
salt 82 94 97
marriage 85 96 99
carpenter 85 92 99
maid 82 96 98
palace 86 90 97
helmet 78 91 98
miss 85 91 91
alone 85 91 91
stomach 80 82 98
daughter 81 86 91
ill 79 90 39
excellent 77 83 97
hive 98 97 99
tumble 75 86 97
grandparent 36 68 91
smell 76 82 90
elm 67 85 99
mule 68 87 98
costly- 69 84 96
author 68 81 99
mayor 69 83 91
zone 63 83 89
injure 60 79 91
rouse 59 78 88
qiild 51 79 83
gentle 49 67 81
wicked 48 74 88
preparations 42 60 30
selection 41 71 73
tour 47 66 72
twinkle 40 65 78
coarse 39 63 75
bough 49 54 76
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Table V. Con.
welcome 36 58 72
"brunt 40 56 62
circular 31 51 76
skillful 32 54 71
interior 18 47 82
stupid 37 50 59
surrender 72 49 69
destruction 26 45 60
convince 29 46 49
sign 36 30 70
portion 27 44 55
overcome 16 32 66
insult 25 33 45
confirm 23 37 34
valiant 26 33 45
kindle 16 42 46
abrupt 21 35 36
fatigue 12 23 36
durable 19 21 26
fourscore 0 6 25
ratify 16 7 13
rebel 9 12 18
sullen 12 13 13
probability 22 16 19
Construction of the Reading Paragraph Test
This test parallels the hearing paragraph comprehension test in con-
struction and evaluation. Fifteen paragraphs were planned as before and
five questions were prepared over each paragraph. For each question five
multiple choice answers were provided, and again thesfr- answers were
phrased in words different from those of the story, so that they could not
be answered by a rote memory or by direct comparison with the text of the
story without comprehension.
In order to provide a diagnostic element in the test, five types of
questions fcere built for each paragraph. Type A tested the ability to
understand sentences, type B the ability to understand words, type C the
ability to note details, type D the ability to get the central thought,
and type E the ability to locate specific information.
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The fifteen paragraphs, placed in appropriate order of difficulty with
their accompanying questions and answers, were mimeographed and tried out ojf..
three hundred fifty-seven youngsters in grades two to six. The results
were analyzed "by items and those twelve paragraphs which showed the great-
est discrimination "between grades were used in the second preliminary form
of the test.
The results of this testing are entered "below.
Table 71.
Distribution of Percentages on Paragraph Comprehension.
Initial try-out.
The relative difficulty of each test item, expressed in percent
of passes in each grade.
Kunber of pupils in each grade
II - 208
III - 337
IV - 236
V - 197
VI - 335
Story I.
II III IV V
A 48 75 95 84
B 63 88 94 99
C 60 91 92 95
D 40 7? 93 87
E 52 65 79 76
Story II.
II III IV V
A 44 76 85 86
B 20 43 79 70
C 16 43 61 65
D 8 41 51 59
E 24 53 75 80
VI
IOC
100
99
85
74
VI
82|
84
92
65
87

Table VI. Con.
Story III.
II III IV V VI
A 12 65 34 93 97
B 4 64 75 88 94
C 0 39 58 62 73
D 4 45 62 74 81
E 4 54 65 75 87
Story IV.
II III IV V VI
A 4 57 70 83 91
B 4 48 79 89 91
C 4 43 59 , 64 80
D 0 45 76 78 83
E 0 38 58 63 80
Story V.
II III IV V VI
A 0 9 35 49 57
B 0 15 52 57 67
C 0 5 50 61 64
D 0 22 30 41 48
E 0 4 45 67 80
Story VI.
II III IV V VI
A 0 1 36 43 49
B 0 4 42 52 65
C 0 66 45 63 75
D 0 4 51 58 69
E 0 3 42 58 67
Story VII.
II III IV V VI
0 1 27 37 41
0 1 31 40 50
0 1 30 50 60
0 1 28 52 48
0 2 30 51 51

Table VI. Con.
Story VIII.
Story IX.
Story X.
Story XI.
Story XII,
II III IV V VI
A 0 3 18 33 49
3 0 1 17 33 57
C C 1 6 37 48
D 0 1 16 44 66
E 0 1 26 28 48
II III IV V VI
A 0 1 12 24 48
B 0 2 12 44 70
C 0 1 12 41 63
D 0 0 13 42 60
E 0 1 16 49 66
II III IV V VI
A 0 1 9 34 54
B 0 0 5 59 62
C 0 2 10 45 66
D 0 0 4 40 59
E 0 0 0 27 55
II III IV V VI
A 0 0 4 22 37
3 0 0 5 24 33
C 0 1 5 11 29
D 0 1 4 28 34
E 0 0 4 22 37
II III IV V VI
A 0 0 0 18 21
B 0 2 7 14 28
C 0 0 7 18 30
D 0 0 4 17 35
E 0 0 5 18 33

Table VI. Con
Story XIII.
Story XIV.
Story XV.
II III IV V VI
A 0 0 6 12 21
B 0 2 3 2 5
C 0 0 2 3 20
D 0 0 2 10 19
E 0 0 3 4 12
II III IV V VI
A 0 0 0 4 5
B 0 0 0 2 7
C 0 0 0 6 2
D 0 0 0 2 4
E 0 0 0 0 3
II III IV V VI
A 0 0 0 1 4
B 0 0 0 0 2
C 0 0 0 2 2
D 0 0 0 0 0
E 0 0 0 0 2
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Supplementary Tests
A. Spelling Test.
Since it seems desirable to "build a test which will give as much in-
formation in regard to the children's language skills as possible a test of
spelling was included.
The problem of word selection in relation to spelling requires careful
study. Since the words being taught in the various spelling books are
based upon various kinds of vocabulary counts of children's and adults'
usage, in making up this spelling test eight of the most commonly used
spelling books were studied. A list was made for each grade of the words
common to that grade in all eight of the spelling books. Spelling lists
for the test were made by a random choice from the list resulting from that
study.
Twenty words were included for each grade. The test was given by
first pronouncing the word, then reading a sentence containing the word
which defined its meaning, and by pronouncing the word a second tine. The
test so constructed was also put into the second preliminary form of the
test.
S. Written Recall of Material Read.
Multiple choice tests require only the identification of the correct
answer. This is a lower level of comprehension than is required for
written summaries or oral summaries. Potter o; in her study of oral and
written recall demonstrated differences in the child' s abilities in these
functions. Since it required little space in the test, it was decided to
(13) Potter, Ruth. Gompari son of Oral Recall with Written Recall of
Silent Reading in the Middle Grades . Unpublished Master's Theses, Boston
University School of Education, 1934.
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add this test to the original "battery of four tests.
In this test, two paragraphs were provided. The first was one hundred
v/ords in length and was written to be used in grades two and three. A
second narrative paragraph was written for grades four, five, end six.
This contained two hundred words and was "built around material of interest
to children of the ages for which it was written. The children were asked
to read the appropriate paragraph, and when they had finished, to turn to
a different page and write all that they could remember of the story. The
resulting story was scored after the fashion of the "Reading and Report" of
the Stanford-Sinet. A copy of the test and scoring blajik may be found in
the appendix.
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Chapter III.
The Preparation and Evaluation of the Final Form of the Test
.
I . Assembling and Preparing the Test for Evaluation .
A. The Auditory Vocabulary Test.
The seventy-five items chosen from preliminary studies were assembled
in order of difficulty on the basis of the difficulties scores. The groups
of eight pictures with the alternate choices and five stimulus pictures
were organized on tv/o successive pages of tests. The child's record of
answers was made by placing the number of the picture beside an appropriate
letter in the margin of the test. This technique had been tried out in the
preliminary form and was found satisfactory in all grade levels. Simple
directions were provided for the teacher' s use in giving the test in the
classroom, and these were printed in the manual directions with the other
tests.
B. The Auditory Comprehension and Paragraphs Test.
The groups of fifteen pictures each, serving as the multiple choice
answers to the questions on the paragraph test, were arranged four to a
page, and covered three pages. These too were arranged in order of diffi-
culty on the basis of percent of passes in the original study. The child's
response was again indicated by putting the appropriate number in brackets
designated for each question*.
The stories to accompany these groups of pictures, as well as the
directions fro giving the test, were printed in bold-faced type in the man-
ual. Instructions were given the teacher in regard to rate of reading,
voice, enunciation, etc. , while reading the test to the children. While
this test might be affected by hurried reading, faulty enunciation, impro-
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per expression, or other faults in oral reading, the only practical way to
give the test appears to "be to have it read "by the examiner. Phonograph
records of the paragraphs night have "been provided, but this would not sur-
mount the difficulties in provincialities of speech which would probably be
a greater handicap to children than the reading by the examiner who used
the local manner of speech.
C. Word Meaning Test.
All of the tests which were printed in the battery utilized ten-point
bold-face Caslon Type, since this type has a very high legibility and
would not handicap the child who had a slight difficulty in vision. The
correct answer in the test was indicated by putting the number of the ans-
wer in the appropriate bra.cket at the edge of the page.
The directions for giving this test were also placed in the manu&a.
Three sample items were used to precede the test items.
D. The Heading Comprehension Test.
The twelve paragraphs of this test were arranged on seven pages of
the final form. Since it wa,s desirable not to have an eye-span which was
too long, the tests were printed in parallel columns on each page. The
child's answers were recorded in brackets in the margin of the test. The
numbering of the various items in the answers required close supervision
in the type setting, since it was important that the numbers immediately
precede the answers, and that the line arrangement of number and answer
"be satisfactory. Directions for this test were also carefully prepared
and placed in the Teacher's Manual.
E. Spelling Test.
The test "blank required only twenty numbered spaces and lines for the
writing of the wor^s.
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The directions for presenting the words were written in the manual.
F. The Written Recall Test.
The paragraphs for the test for V/ritten Recall were placed on the
hack cover. The space for writing the child's recall was placed inside
the front cover, so that the child would not he ahle to refer to the orig-
inal selection during the time he was writing his recall.
G. Scoring Sheet.
A sheet for scoring responses accurately and easily was arranged in
columns so that the examiner might score the test with mimunum effort.
Class record "blanks were also drawn up for the test results. The tests
were printed and packaged with the manual, scoring sheets, end record
"blanks in the usual form for commercial distribution.
II . Reliability Coefficients of the Various Sections of the lest
.
In determining the reliability coefficients of the various tests, the
chance-half method of correlation was used. The scores from the try-out
of the test were separated by odds and evens and scored as a separate test.
The scores were then correlated by the usual products-moments technique.
The resulting correlation was corrected for full form of the test through
the use of the Spearman-Brown formula. The correlation charts on the
following pages give detailed data in regard to the reliability coeffici-
ents.
A. Hearing Vocabulary Test.
The scores of three hundred twenty-three children in grades three to
six yielded a reliability quotient of .934-4- •C'05 on tlie chance-half corre-
lation. Corrected by the Spearman-lJrown formula this would yield a relia-
bility quotient .966 for the complete form.
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B. The Hearing Paragraph Comprehension Test.
The scores of the seme 323 children in grades three to six yielded a
reliability coefficient .884 !• .008. Corrected "by the formula for the
entire form, the reliability coefficient was .933.
C. The Paragraph Comprehension Test.
On two hundred fourteen children in grades three to six a reliability
coefficient of .928 J» .007 was obtained by the chance-half method. Cor-
rection for the entire form yielded a coefficient of .952.
The Spelling Test and the Test of Written Recall have not yet been
examined for reliability. Durrell presents no data as to the reliability
of the Reading Vocabulary Test, however, due to the careful construction
and evaluation of the items of the vocabulary test, the reliability co^-
efficient should be as high as any other of the tests in the battery.
III. Tentative Norms .
Tentative norms for the test were obtained by giving the test to one
thousand three hundred thirteen children chosen from schools which were
normal in intelligence and in general environment background. The number
of pupils in each grade is indicated below.
II - 208
III - 337
IV - 236
,
V - 197
VI - 335
The study of the medium scores for each grade was determined and the
results are compiled in the table below. The final standardization of the
test will use approximately twelve thousand children chosen for normality
of situation and widely distributed geographically throughout the United
States.

Tentative Test Noras.
II III IV V VI
A. Hearing VocaDulpry 10 18 30 38 48
B. Hearing Comprehension 8 16 23 31 39
c. Reading Vocabulary 14 24 34 42 55
D. Reading Comprehension 4 10 20 29 39
V.
46.
Chapter IV.
Observations for Further Research.
The purpose of this chapter is to list several of the observations
made evident during the testing period and noted from the resulting scores
of the various children who were tested. Much of this material should he
investigated by actual experimentation, hut it seemed pertinent enough to
include as part of the writer's observations in the actual thesis.
1. Vihen the mental age was high there was usually close correlation in
the two scores. (Hearing comprehension and reading comprehension.) In
several cases where this was not so, further examination showed that the
child was a reading disability case. This would bear out the findings of
Preyer^^ that the home is the deciding influence on the store of words
and meaning of words each child has at a certain age.
2. Children with good home backgrounds butj^low intelligence/ (on the
basis of scores received in the Binet Intelligence Test) showed decided
differences in their two scores. The vocabulary scores especially in the
picture test, ran much higher than the comprehension scores.
3. Children with meagre home backgrounds but good intelligence (on the
basis of the Binet Intelligence Test) showed the reverse, especially in the
picture comprehension test. This was especially noticeable in children
with foreign backgrounds.
4. In many cases the oldest children in the grade obtained the lowest
scores in all tests, probably showing low mentality.
5. Different schools in the same town showed decidedly different scores
on vocabulary. Often the fourth grade in a very good economic section did
(14) Preyer, M. A. The Linguistic Evolution of the Nine Year Old Child
and the Heading Books . Gyermek, 1933 - 25; 19 - 20. Budapest.
• **
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as well as a sixth grade in a section where the children had poor "back-
grounds.
^
There are several further measures where the test results could he
apolied to make this study more complete.
1. Statistical relationship should he worked out between the hearing
vocabulary and hearing comprehension and the reading vocabulary and reading
comprehension. This can be done on the basis of the final standardization
which is now being completed on twelve thousand children.
2. Hearing comprehension should be considered in relation to intelli-
gence measures. Correlations between group tests of intelligence and hear-
ing comprehension, hearing vocabulary, and hearing comprehension, each
taken as separate units, should be part of the further research.
3. Correlations should be made between Stanford-Binet intelligence
quotients ajid hearing vocabulary, as well as hearing comprehension scores,
to see what relation, if any, hearing comprehension bears to intelligence
measures.
4. The effect of reading disability on reading test scores which are
entirely linguistic could be worked out through a comparison of the two
types of scores obtained, for each child on the basis of this test.
5. A study of the errors made on the spelling and written recall tests
might aid in helping children with reading disabilities, as they seem to
have much in common.
6. An analysis of the scores in the various types of questions which
appear in the reading paragraph materia], would serve as a basis for build-
ing diagnostic materials suitable for teaching these various abilities.
Such material should be included in the teacher's manual which accompanies
the test.
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Chapter V.
Summary and Conclusions.
This thesis describes the solution of several prohi ems involved in
the construction and evaluation of a group test of auditory comprehension
and related tests of comprehension in reading.
In constructing the test several minor problems were solved through
experimental investigation. The selection of vocabulary required a tabu-
lation of the words specifically allocated to the school grades for which
the test was designed. This was done by a study of the text-books most
commonly used in school in the various grades, for which no vocabulary
lists were available. The resulting tabulation of words v/as used in
building the material used in the test at the various grade levels. The
second related problem was that of the study of the size of the pictures
in which it was found that decreasing the size of the pictures did not
affect the child's score.
In the construction of the vocabulary test the choice of words was
made by a random selection from the derived list suitable for the grades,
by drawing suitable picture responses and arranging alternate responses,
and finally trying them out on a large number of children so that a sta-
tistical study of the difficulty and sensitivity of each tentative item
might be made. The final form of the vocabulary test consisted of the
fords Ot-\^\r\Ou[[y
seventy-five -£e*» which-**- was intended. The success- of this procedure
was indicated by a resulting reliability coefficient, using a chance-half
method, of .966.
I
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The measure of auditory comprehension of longer units involves/ the
writing of selections graded from very easy to very difficult.,- preparing
questions related to the paragraphs, and drawing multiple choice pictures
suitable for the measurement of comprehension of the paragraphs. The para-r
graphs were tried out for interest and the various items in the comprehen-
sion check were evaluated statistically from the results of an experimen-
tal try-out in order to determine the sensitivity fof the items. The
final selection of paragraphs and responses yielded a test with a relia-
bility coefficient of .938.
The reading paragraph test was constructed and evaluated in a manner
similar to that of the auditory test above, except that the child's com-
prehension was checked by multiple-choice items which were printed, rather :
than by the picture items. The final test had a reliability coefficient
of .952.
Tentative norms for the test were determined on the basis of 1313
pupils. The final form of the test included the writing of the manual and
the printing of test blanks, preparation and printing of score sheets, and
class record form.
'
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Voca"bulaiy List prepared to "be used in the
test materials for grades four, five, and six.

This selected vocabulary list was obtained as the result of a study of fif-
teen fourth, fifth, and sixth readers and social science books.
The Gates Primary and Durrell Word Lists as well as the combined word lists
from ten third readers were used as a basic vocabulary from which to proceed.
All new words occurring in the fourth readers were listed. If a word occurred
in at least seven of the fifteen books of a grade it was retained for the final
list.
The fifth and sixth grade books were studied and the vocabulary selected in
the same manner,
lelen Blair Sullivan
Boston University
Tebruary 1936.
Selected Vocabulary Grade IV
a. b.
abide bacon bound challenge crude electric filthy
ablaze badge bowl chamb er clutch elegant flask
abode balconv brace chance curate elevate foliage
abuse balkv br&okat cha.'nal CTl A t. A Tf3w vxo v oxa va embark fondle
acre
•»» BX jr chatva wUvw emblem X V X wlgU
actions brav chartar embrace A V X wUV ULL
astor bargain breatheW* VC« vUv checked d.**• engineer forge
addition barren bribe chef envy fountain.
adept urns v w briefL/ X X x7X choir c^c>o Wi erect fraud
adore wx 1XJ.1 CLll v chorus event frightfulXXX XX Vx UX
adventure chviftlrl « frigid
advertise bal
i
ava "hn at 1 a coax da7 7,\ a exact frothx x w vxa
agent ball nnq W X V UlU comb (cock^ deaf examine fucLeraX U«*gQ
agree batwAAn ^Vl T*Anilw tlx vau carnal no dscl ji r*a STawnl aUACUIi kj .i. 9 fHi T*n A.r* aX xXXUww V
airship bewi 1 der 1m t:f*Vi AT* COBli Oft.1 defago**VA illV exchange
al arm beyond butter commence defend expel «•
alien bicycle compound deposit eyesight
almnnd blade c. conceal dessert gale
altar blame concert desire f. gallery
alternate branches cab congress dissolute gallon
anger blanket s cabinet consume dilute fable garage
angry blast cactus content discuss fadeless gaseous
annry bleach calk continue disease failure gem
antelepe blessed calm contrary dismal faith generous
appetite blinds cancel control diaMias falsehe^d germ
appear blinker canoe coral di spate* famtus gleam
appo int blister can*py couch iiataace feather glider
arch blizzard capable council distress fellow glimpse
arctic bluff carcass coupon dose female gloomy
army blunt cargo courage dumb fencing glossy
arrest bolt carpenter courtesy dwell ferocious glue
artist bomb carver cove ferry glutton
attire bonnet cashier crate e. fever gnash
attract boost cellar credit fibre governor
avoid bare central crest ebony fidget grammar
awe boss cereal crew education fierae granite
awl bounce chalk crowned elastic film gravel
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Selected Vocabulary. Grade IV.
grease inland level
n.
narrow poem ruby sprawl
greedy- inquire library nasty poetry rummage stagger
grief insect lice national poet rust stake
grocer instant limb native prairie rut stale
groove intend linger naval principal stall
group introduce links neighbor promise 6. startle
guide itch liquid nervous puppet stiffen
gypsy ivory litter nestle purchase saint stingy
ivy loosen nonsense salad streak
fa. lounge notice q. saliva stripes
j. notien salmon stuffing
habit m. nurse quarrel salut e sulky
halibut jaw quarter sandal
halt jelly machine o. question satisfy t.
halter jest mackerel quickly sauce
harbor jet magic obey quiet scales tab
hardy j ewel magnet object quill scarce tag
harp jingle magnify observe quilt scarf talkative
harvest jitney manage obtain quotient scatter tart
hasty job manager rcean scold tax
hatchet jog maniac odd r. scrape taxicab
haughty joke marble office scratch tease
haven. jelly margin often race screw teeming
hiss jut marine omit racket scmb telephone
hither master onion radish seal temper
hobby k. mattress orchard rage seasen tenant
hebc mayor overalls railroad senier tender
holiday kennel medicine owed rainbow sense terrible
hollow kerosine meek owner rake sensible terrify
homesick kidnap megaphone oyster rambler sentence thicken
homespun kindle mellow ranch separate thief
homestead kindling melon P. range serene thimble
honor keyboard memory rank serieus thistle
heef kink menu peace ransom service thorny
horrible kiln mercy peak rapid settler thrash
hostile kimono merit pearl rare shadow thread
hounds kingdom merry pebble rattle shallow threat
hevel knocked mesh peddle rave shame thrill
husband knotted metal pedlar razor shanty total
hysterics midget peel recent share traffie
1. migrate pelt recess shark traced
i. mild perch (roost) recerd shave trash
lacy military perfect recover shawl tread
iceberg laden millinery perfume reeds shelves treat
ideal language mince permanent refuse shield trench
idiot lantern mineral permit relation shower trespass
idle lapse mingle pester remember situate triangle
illness parceny minstrel pigeon remnant saeeth trickle
immense latch model pillow remove snout trinket
imp launch moist pilot rent snore trumpeter
import laurel moment pitch repeat social turpentine
improve lawyer monitor plaster report spark twine
impure lemon notion plateau rib 8 spatter typewriter
infant leisure motorist pledge riddle special
inhabit lens mulsin plump rifle sphere u.
injure leopard plural rigid spend ugly
i:
'
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Selected Vocabulary Grade IV.
uncertain
uncle
uneasy
unequal
unfit
unfold
union
unite
unkait
unless
unloosen
uplands
upset
usual
v.
vacation
vapor
variety
\eil
vein
vex
view
vigil
villaia
vowel
\ ulgar
w.
wages
wail
waive
waltz
weather
weaver
weight
welcome
wicked
wisdea
witty
wondrous
wound
wreath
wreckage
wrench
wriggle
y.
yelp
yowl
z.
zeal
z one

Selected Vocabulary. Grade 7.
a.
accident breakfast costumes
accomplish brew courtiers
accord brick crags
accuse brood crisis
active bulb croaked
actually bumper crunched
advise buried cuckoo
affair bustled cultivate
affectionate butter cunning
air-tight butternuts curiosity
alternate custom
anazingly c. cylinder
ancestors cypher
anxious canal
apolegies canvas d.
approached career
armor carnation damage
arriral cathedral darted
•xstir catterpillar dasher
istenishment caustic debate
astride cavalier decayed
a 4; tic central deceive
audience charaeis decorated
aviator ©barcoal definite
chained delicate
charred delicious
christening depth
jadge chuckled descendant
»*ggage clad deserve
bargain claim desire
br.rrel cleft despair
barrier cliffs dike
b&yberries clump dipper
b»yb«rry clusters disagreeable
bawl cockpit disappearance
bazaar collie discouraged
beacon colt di sgui se
bellows combine disgust
beat an commander dispute
billows comforter distress
bin committee district
binding commotion disturbed
birthday companion doilies
bi shop compared done
bit compass double
blacksmith complaining doubtless
blast comrades dragon
bleating conscience drawbridge
blunt confess dreary
bluster conquered drnbbing
boast contain duffer
bodice container
bolt contemptuous e.
booming controls
borrow conversation earthenware
,
education
elbow
elder
embraced
garage
gasoline
gasp
gathered
embroidered gazed
emerged gentian
encouragement geometry
endure
energetic
enormous
entry
ere
erect
ermine
eruption
essential
events
^xclaimed
expensive
exploring
extra
extraordina
f.
fame
ferry
fertile
fertilizer
festivals
finally
firmly
flannel
fleece
flint
fluid
footman
forehead
forge
fortunately
fortune
fountain
fragment
fragrant
friction
frisking
frock
fuel
furious
furrow
future
geranium
gilded
glare
gleaning
glided
glint
glittering
gloomily
gloves
goblin
gourd
grackle
grammar
grasped
grateful
Cavity
grazed
gridiron
grieve
groove
greve
gruel
guage
guest
gurgling
h.
ignition
imagination
immediately
immensely
immortal
impatient
impressed
imprison
improved
inhabits
inherit
injured
instant
instantly
intelligent
invention
investigated
irregular
irritable
irritate
isles
ivory
jagged
jaundice
j aunt ed
Jiffy
foining
joint
jostle
jostling
j eurney
judgment
hangar
harbor k.
hastily
hasty keen -
hauled kneads
haycock knell
heap knickers
heartiest knight
heaved
hedgerow 1.
helmet
herb s lance
hide (skin of lashed
animals) lever
highway liberty
hill lilac
hither lime
horizontally linden
linger
i. linked
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Selected Vocabulary. Grade V.
1© oath progress shivered tread wandered
loding obedient prolonged shreds treasure warming
loft obtainable protest shrisking tremendous warriors
lofty- obtained provide shudder trespass wary
lye obscured provoking simpleton triangular wayfarers
occupy public slack trim weapons
m. offered purpose slightly trout weary
officer smite trudged wierd
maj esty opportunity r. snare tunic wild
mansion o rchard snip tunnel wharves
nart ordeal raccoon snuggle tureen whinnied
marvel eus ordinary radiant snorting turntable whirring
meekly radical sociable turmoil whisk
mellow P» raging solemnly turret whittle
midget rallied solution twilight whizzing
midst package raven solved twining wicket
mighty paddl ed ravine snot twittering withdrawn
minstrel page (boy) realized spiral wizard
miraculous panted rebels split woodcraft
mischievous paraffin reflect stadium writhing
mistress panther refrain stain umpire wry
mitre particular reeds stalling unaccustomed
moat partridge reliable starting uncanny y»
modeled patent relish statute uncoafortabl
e
moist pause remain stock uncommen yearn
moilasses peaks remarkable streaks unconscious yeast
monoplane peal repeat stride ungrateful yonder
monster pelting reverence stubborn unoccupied yulelog
morsel perspiration reverse student
notienless persuade rheumatism stunt v«
meter pewter ridiculous stunt ed
mournfully physical rippl
e
suggestion vacant
mourning pioneer roamed surveyor valueless
mucilage pirate rogue swerve vat
murdering piston romance vault
murmur pitiously rosin t. venerable
muskrat pivoting roost venison
muster pleaded rough tallow ventured
mystery plentiful royal telescope veranda
plunged rude tenant vertical
n. population rustling terrace viands
porcupine territory vineyard
nasturtium porridge 8* terror violent
natives porter tethered visions
necessary potash sacrifice thatch volcano
nectar pottery sausage thicket volume
nimble practiced scandalized thoughtfully vow
noblest prairie scenery thrifty
nonsense precious scent throb w.
noose preened sentinal thronging
nosegay prime sexton throttle waftod
notch presently shark tranquil waggled
notice prim shifted transform wait
nursery (flowers) procession shilling transparent waistcoat
d .> " .' "• • •
Selected Vocabulary. Grade VI.
A
a, •
A
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A ViVl ATT uauoi 9 cnantry uanBsx ol-l uell III T T»A A Ox x aoas
annn*r boam chasm ciata Suib rBJ_ ti ^v»o n»n T ax ragi x t»
"bocalnsd C110D9C dawdle oJJOlgOCl frail irVi fx x augxxxi
a.oallYH'] Viol -frnr uxioni oax 6 dean fi ldi ^WXitjr X X 0 olio U
follows Vi At*4 n
V
UXIQxX BXX H an A 0u. so aa.9 om« r\ c COlluU b O XXX ai
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OWw Li. V V r»V n T*A CxtJX lClauOj An p miw t. at*o t umx uox X XUX Hogs
AH»ff\f«"f"i A-n
"b 9wi t chingly oircassian delegates ATI v* a r. r» Awi iCxu.1 aix1
9
fll n 1 1 T A (yAzusixxage
adrii tmTCVUi-i X X A*l U i SI ox bacxux uerexict ATI aVTAVAoxigx av 9
ClUVOX oi Diiioviy cinch design ATI 4~ T*AA 4"V•JiX U iWaX/Jr
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Selected Vocabulary. Grade VI,
1 1 fa flTS Ok T* insolent
1.
laboratory na f TO f>i-lCL u 1 U 1.1 noveltv penal
Iidnu. 1 Ccip insolrent laborious lUOdL^X v 41V V A w W yvU bl uu
lacll Liu 11 X U ct instantaneous laggard nail •< f>o1 minflT'CT.t, ai-L UMI 1" X C J» w W TlflTP fli VA
*lfctl JJC'Ull instruction larkspur nui z1 i iiff T3arcan tn.P'a
xxclx v integrity lair ri*rnfl 7*1 ft 1L1VUV X XCIrJk TlftrOfil atoT1M W 1 V*. _L Or V W X
nat t on intense lament
I ^eH LlTlOil invade larder mermaid o. perplexed
Ad LIU L invisible larynx meteor persevere
"K a ITATI irate laths metrio oat en personal
VlA^fC A Y*Alrt • O O 1 iridescent lattice mimic objective peruse
llQ 7 »lift £i Ctl \JL irony lauded minutt- (small) obligation pessimist
irritant lavi sh mi raculous oblivion pewter
V A«1 QA irritation lax moat obscene pheasants
haathsr isolate lease monastery observation phosphorus
It onvfl lecture monotonous o Dstacie photoplay
Vi pip I- i r* jt Ieag3 monotony oostinate pinafore
Lai rflss lee monstrcsity f DVI OUS pinieaed
teliim
—
- fX X * 4 1 1 jargon legend monstrous occupant pinnacle
In *T m jasper lens mortal oceanic piston
herb s jaundice lever mortality oculist pltay
Laraid jauntily liege mosaic offensive placidly
tieri Hi tv jags lilting mo til onslaught plague
XX **J X \J X. w j ealeus liter motive opiate plastie
XlOx X
-tllfv, jerk livelihood mummy Satan "1 v\ 4opinion plausible
H"1 AT*ADM VTiVll f> Oiiioi ugx^ ljxx j. w
o
jerky livery murderous •pponent plight
i*lldl 1 vUD jest loath mysterious oppose pneumatic
llAxa£TOTl J a Xjet lobe mythology optimistic poacher
Lost (wholew v y vrxxv> jl v JIB locality oracle politics
amy) jointed locust n. orator portal
ho sToital itv jonquil log (book) orchestra pose
hulks jourist loitered nape orchid precipice
Lull journal lore naptha ordinary preface
himana jubilant lope narrate organist prejudice
LuBil iat e jubilee lout narrative organize prelate
hummer judicious ludicrous nasal oust premium
hydrogen juncture lure nationality outpost prescribe
juries lurch naturalist outwit prescription
l
.
j- • justify lurk nausea overwhelm pBesent
juvenile lucious nautical oxygen prey
ideally lustily navigate premitive
ifirnoranus k. luxury negative P. principle
illustrious luxurious niche prior
immaculate keel nicked pacify portable
imnendinff* * T-* *afc -a- ** kernel m. nigh pact portico
imperious KllO nitrogen palate probe
inrpl sment kindred mackerel nocturnal pallet product
isno ster majority nominate palpitate profession
imoressive king-pins malice nondescript palsy professor
imprint knapsack mandolin normal parachute profusion
inpviso knave manifest nolrary jiarchaent prohibit
inor."bator knelling mantle notation parole project
infi^ncy knelt martial notorious partial prominent
inflate knoll marveling noun peat promote
inmates knowledge martyr nouri sh pedestrian prophesy
inscription knuckle massive novel pedigree prospective

(3)
Selected Vocabulary. Grade VI.
prostrate resign sheriff subways tunnel vocalize
protest resinou9 shift 3under turbulent vogue
prow resist shoal sucker (fish) turmoil volunteer
prudent resonant shrewd supine tutoring vulcanize
publish resource shrivel suppliant typist
pun respect shroud superb w.
purity- reveal shut surgery u.
pursue reverse shuttle surgeon wabbl
e
pursuit review siege survive underhanded waddl
revise signature suspense undertaking wafer
rheumat i en silt swath unfortunate waffle
rind simplicity sympathetic unique wager
quaint ringlets sinister system unpalatable wail
quarry rivulet skein instable wallep
quartet rocket skirmish t. unstrung wallow
quasar rollers slash unwise wane
quell routine si edge tackle upheaval wanten
qu6st rural sliver talked upright watt
queue sluice tallyho uprose weft
quicker s. smite tambourine urge weld
qui nee smooch tango utensil wheedle
quiver sack sober tank (armored utilize what
quoit sage solemnity car) utter whit
quota sapling solemnly tanner wicker
sanctuary soluble tannic T. wierd
r. scabbard souffle tapestry wigwag
scaffold spaniel tarry vagabond wiasfclass
rabble scandal spectacular taunt vagrant withers
radiatien scanty sphinx tant vague
radium sceptre spoils tawny valise y.
rafters schedule spout telegraphy valor
rag scholar squeal temporary varied yacht
raid scientist squid tenant vaudeville yarn
rampart s scorn squi rm tense vegetarian yearling
re.xier scramble squirt tension vehicle yield
ration scribe stadium terrace velocity yeoman
ra.vaging scrummage stagnant tersely vellum yelk
ravine scrutiny stalwart test -tube vendor youthful
realization seclusion standard tether vengeance yuletide
reassure secretary staple tfcatile 4 veneer
recipe sculptor stationer threshing ventilate
recline sedate statuary thrifty venture
reconcile seedling staunch thorough verdant
record seep stealthy throttle vermin
recount sensation stealing tinker vespers
rscu.it sentry stenographer token vexation
reic xx serene stimulate toll vibrant
Thi- jree serf stockade tourney vicinity
r~i 'testation sewerage strategy towing victim
regale sexton strode trammel violate
r :joice sheaf strove transit viper
reluctant sheen strut tremulous vise
ropair sheer studios tropics vitamia
reptile shellac subl ime truce vivacious
reserve shelter subtle tumult vivid

Original Du.rrell Material for the Word Material
Test.
This material was reorganized on the basis of a
former evaluation and cut down through the use of the
statistics obtained to meet the needs of this test.

Name
Durroll -1935-UA
Grade School City
An apple is a kind of 1. paint 2. metal 3. animal 4. fruit 5. chair
A voice is used to 1. bite 2. speak 3. point 4. write 5. mark
Hild means 1. gentle 2. price 3. wild 4. new 5. after
1. To bake is to 1.break 2. loee 3, cook 4. speak 5. copy
2. A squeak is a l.fish 2. ravine 3, brook 4. noise 5, hero
3. A swamp is a 1. wigwam 2. marsh 3, clash 4. flame 5. lounge
4. Guidance means 1. strategy 2. gipsy 3. direction 4. falter 5. penalty
5. Staunch means 1. stampede 2. razor 3, repulse 4. firm 5. reprint
6. To snatch is to 1. clatter 2. match 3„ grab 4. send 5. bleach
7. Thrive means 1. prosper 2. cage 3. grammar 4. malady 5. grateful
8. Anguish means 1. pain 2. anger 3. fancy 4. legal 5, germ
9. A brace is a 1„ flag 2. support 3. chest 4. crust 5. joint
10, To cleave is to 1. clap 2. bother 3. hurt 4. cut 5. crave
11 • To defy is to 1. fool 2. challenge 3. feature 4. show 5, pause
12. Energy means 1, evolve 2« rusty 3. remark 4, training 5. power
13. Fetters are often 1. reams 2. plumes 3. chains 4. donkeys 5. elected
14. To grumble is to 1. gather 2. ramble 3. complain 4. guide 5. strike
15. To imprison is to 1. locate 2. confine 3. impose 4. foretell 5. open
16. To create is to 1. publish 2. fail 3. employ 4. invent 5. dine
17. Legal means 1. unnecessary 2, lawful 3. pardonable 4. polite 5. rustic
18. A messenger is a 1. cutlass 2. porridge 3. clerk 4. carrier 5. journey
19. A parcel is a 1. monarch 2. father 3. package 4. refugee 5.cashier
20. A permanent thing is 1. urgent 2. lasting 3. personal 4. nutritious
5. logical
21. A privilege is a 1„ conveyor 2. property 3. right 4. home
5. laboratory
22. Repose means 1. false 2. repeat 3. rest 4. take 5. distant
23. To undergo is to 1. mimic 2. understand 3. please 4. cite 5. suffer
24. Void means 1. empty 2. rebuild 3. verse 4. music 5. bird
25. Flank means 1. dark 2. damp 3, pedestal 4. side 5. safe
26. To devour is to 1. expand 2. describe 3. exist 4. measure 5. eat
27. An architect is a 1. disaster 2. furnace 3. designer 4-, heritage
5. hazard

UA
28, Buoyant means 1. masculine 2, flagship 3. crevice 4. light 5. odious
29, Certainty means 1. perverse 2. derision 3, certify 4. sureness
5. quotation
30, To compute is to 1, poison 2, assist 3. figure 4. devour 5. persist
31, Deficient means 1. lacking 2. excited 3. befriend 4. contrive
5. placid
32, Diverse means 1, conspire 2, dangerous 3, different 4. normal
5, average
33, An elaborate thing is 1, simple 2, nourishing 3, complicated 4, hurried
5. convincing
34, Fabulous means 1. indestructible 2, familiar 3, expensive 4.incredibl
5 • thwarted
35, Giddy means 1, excessive 2, hollow 3, diz^y 4, homesick 5. fluffy
36, Humane means 1, proposal 2, humorous 3. reasonable 4, double 5, kind
37, A lamentable thing is to be 1, chosen 2, natural 3, regretted 4. touched
5, performed
38, A locality is a 1, firearm 2, member 3, discussion 4, region
5. canyon
39, Miraculous means 1, molecular 2, scant 3, wonderful 4, stern 5, dominant
40, Nutritious means 1, obligated 2. numerical 3. meaningless 4. nourishin
5, parental
41, To piquo is to 1, carve 2, look 3, annoy 4, suggest 5, wish
42, Precision means 1, poverty 2, division 3, accuracy 4, noiseless
5, amused
43, Proffer means to 1. predict 2. offer 3, mock 5, hide 5, prefer
44, Respectable means 1, condense 2, militant 3, decent 4, boundless
5, remnant
45, Russet is a 1, disease 2, parent 3, rustle 4, color 5, prefix
46, A simile is a 1, comparison 2, meteor 3» intruder 4, manner
5, misdeed
47, A termination is a 1, calculation 2, bid 3, tension 4, conclusion
5, moral
48, An unruly person is hard to 1, find 2. disguise 3, touch
4, control 5, please
49, Weird means 1, perfect 2. reasonable 3. weary 4, strange 5, bright
50, An amateur does things for 1, money 2, mankind 3. pleasure 4, life
5, eternity
51, Averse means 1, jailor 2. significant 3. native 4. unwilling
5, register
52, To bluster is to 1. scorch 2. storm 3, fascinate 4, cure 5,muffle
53, Caste means 1. oblige 2, hurl 3, define 4. class 5. offend

UA
54. A conviction is a 1. belief 2# witness 3, court 4. procession
5. merger
55. Data means 1, fruit 2. facts 3. finish 4. opinions 5. calendar
56. Diminution means 1. tarnishing 2. lessening 3. dismissed 4. matrimony
5, manipulation
57. Fluent means 1. facile 2, influence 3. splendor 4. marginal
5. distress
58. A headland is a 1. digression 2. nation 3. figurehead 4. promontory
5, pigeon
59. Infallible means 1. faithless 2. untruthful 3. identical 4. unerring
5. trivial
60. To laud is to 1. laugh 2. praise 3, prattle 4. scrape 5. unclasp
61. Malignant means 1. bituminous 2. evil 3. devout 4. lucid 5. carpet
62. To munch is to 1. trudge 2. cheat 3. mulch 4. chew 5. modify
63. Ostentatious means 1. fragmentary 2. showy 3. discourteous 4. resigned
5. organized
64. Plumage means 1. blue 2. pilgrimage 3. feathers 4, plurality
5. sepulchcr
65. Quire is a measure of l.coal 2. paper 3. water 4. space 5. time
66. A sequel is something which 1. fastens 2. tickles 3. identifies
4. hampers 5. follows
67. Superb means 1. town 2. innocent 3. fearful 4. splendid 5 .convex
68. A transaction is a 1. voyage 2. vehicle 3. correction 4. legend
5. deal
69. A tyrranical person is 1. lenient 2 0 tearful 3. domineering 4. blind
5. disappointed
70. To vie is to 1. linger 2. compete 3. occupy 4. sight 5. disband
71. A zephyr is a 1. vessel 2. corpse 3. breeze 4. cowboy 5. hymn
72. A shortcoming is a 1. reformatory 2. fault 3. nightshade 4, memorial
5. hermitage
73. Expiation means 1. atonement 2. exploratory 3. superfluity
4. manipulation 5. trade
74. Abashed means 1. methodical 2, plaintive 3. embarrassed . 4. abusive
5. reliable
75. Rancor means 1. farm 2. malice 3, revolve 4, deplete 5. disease
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The preliminary form of the reading paragraphs
These were evaluated and changed to meet the
needs of the test. They later appear in the final
form of the test.

Name Grade,
.
. . School City
Sampl e
.
One nice, warm, sunny day Helen and her "brother went on a trip to the
beach. Their mcther and aunt went with them. They took their "bathing suits so
that they could all go into the water. When noontime came they had lunch cn the
sand. After lunch the children gathered seashells. They saw a starfish and same
funny little crabs.
A. What did Helen and her brother do? 1. went to see their aunt ( )
2. went to the seashore 3. went on a train 4. went for crabs
5. went fishing
B. The weather was 1. quiet 2. funny 3. fair 4. gloomy ( )
5. rainy
C. The best name for this story is 1. Helen and her Aunt 2. Gathering ( )
Shells 3. Eating Lunch Outdoors 4. One Warm Day 5. A Trip
to the Beach
1.
Mary and John go to camp as soon as school closes in the summer. They
go on the train and stay until it is time for school to open again in the fall.
Thsy have a happy time at camp because there are many other boys and girls
there too. They ride, swim, and play games to-gether every day.
A. When do Mary and John go to camp? 1. before school 2. when school ( )
is over 3. in the fall 4. when school starts 5. every day
B. Which word tells what kind of a time the children have at camp? ( )
1. lonesome 2. sad 3. joyous 4. funny 5. weary
C. How do the children travel to camp? 1. on a train 2. on a bus ( )
3. in an automobile 4. on a car 5. in an aeroplane
D. The best name for this story would be 1. Clpse of Schoal 2. Playing( )
Games 3. A Trip on the Train 4. A Summer at Camp 5. The
Boys at Camp
E. Why do the children enjoy camp life? 1. fun riding and swimming with ( )
other children 2. like the ride on the train 3. glad to be out
of school 4. fun going to camp 5. fun playing games
11.
Jack had a new fishline. His father took him fishing in a little brook at
the back of his grandfather' s house. Jack was the first tc feel a bite. There
was a strong pull at his line. He tried hard to draw the fish out of the water,
but it pulled so hard his father had to help him. He was happy when he saw his
fish lying on the grass near the strerm.
A. Jack went 1. to his grandfather's house 2. into the water 3. fish~( )
ing with his father 4. to buy a fishline 5. to the ocean to
fish
B. The fish 1. helped 2. struggled 3. ate 4. tried 5. fell ( )
C. Jack tried 1. to fish near the stream 2. pull his father back ( )
3. land his own fish 4. put fish in the brook 5. to lie on
on the grass
D. The best name for this story is 1. A Trip to Grandfather's 2. Catch( )
ing some Eish 3. Jack's Eishing Trip 4. Buying a New Fishline
5. How Father Fished
E. Jack enjoyed his trip because 1. the fish got away 2. the brook was( )
near grandfather's 3. he caught a fine fish 4. he went to a
stream 5. his farther helped him

111.
In tho cold Northlands many rnimals go to sleep for the whole winter. They
have to store up enough fat on their "bodies in the summer time to last them all
winter while they are sleeping. These animals grow huge in the summer* Bears,
which are among the animals who sleep all winter, get so large in the summer thrt
they can hardly move about. All these animals whc sleep during the winter crawl
into caves or hollow tSices when winter nears and stay there until spring comes
once more. When they come out they are very thin and starving,
A. How do tho animals who sleep through the winter get their winter food ? ( )
It by carrying their food in with them, 2. by getting fat in
summer 3. by coming out for food as they need it. 4. by eating
the bttrk of trees 5. by living on small animals
B. The climate where these animals live is very 1. windy 2. warm ( )
3, breezy 4, cold 5. hot
C. How do the animals look when they come out of the cave? 1. huge and ( )
fat 2, lean and hungry 3. thin and tired 4. large and strong
5, huge and starving
D. The best title for this story would be 1. Bears who go into Caves ( )
2, Thin and Hungry Animals 3, Animals who Sleep through the
Winter 4, Large Animals Sleep in Winter 5. While They are
Sleeping
E. The animals who sleep through the winter make winter dens 1, in the ( )
summer time 2* in the open woods 3, when spring comes 4, in
caverns or hollow logs 5, while they pre sleeping
IV.
The St, Bernards are among the bravest of dogs. They arc large and very
strong. In Switzerland these dogs are trained to go out and find travellers who
are lost in the snowdrifts on the high mountains, A first aid kit containing
food and medicine is hung about their necks and a warm blanket is strapped on
their backs. When they find worn out travellers they dig them out of the snow
and help them if they arc awake and able to move. If the traveller is injured
and helpless the dog is trained to go back to the towns below and bring aid.
Many lives are saved every yerr by those fearless animals,
A. What is the most valuable thing that St, Bernard dogs do? 1. they ( )
era climb over snowdrifts 2, they arc large and strong 3they
are trained to rescue lost travellers 4, they are good mountain
climbers 5, they carry first aid kits
B, The St. Bernard dog is 1, cowardly 2. speedy 3, courageous ( )
4, rough 5, fierce
0. How docs the dog assist the worn out traveller? 1. by digging large ( )
holes in the snow 2. climbing the drifts to the traveller
3, bringing first aid 4* covering him with p blanket 5, by his
great strength
D. The best title for this story is 1, Training Dogs 2, The heroic ( )
St, Bernard 3, A Strange St. Bernard Dog 4, People lost in
Mountains 5, Travelling through Snowdrifts
E. What do the dogs do for the travellers they cannot help? 1. stand man ( )
on his feet 2, give him food and medicine 3. return to tho
village for aid 4« carry him dewn the mountain 5, give him the
first aid kit

The camel possesses r. most uncommon body which almost seems nr.de tc order for
the many purposes he fills in the life rf the desert people. His mouth is
peculiarly fitted for securing food. The strong membrane and powerful teeth enable
him to tear off the dry shrubs and stiff, prickly cactus of the desert. His huge
nostrils, which allow him to breathe deeply, can also close tightly when a sand-
storm arises, so shutting out the choking sands. His hump, a mere lump of fat, is
of great use if food fails, for he can obtain nourishment from it for many days*
He is also provided with inside reservoirs which hold enough water to last him for
four ur five days. Unfortunately the camel is dull* To kneel down at a given
signal is about the only trick he every learns. Although the camel is homely he is
nevertheless valuable for without him, many portions of the world would remain
unt ravelled.
A. The camel is 1. more intelligent than the horse 2. capable cf
learning a great deal 3. rather unintelligent 4. poorly taught
5. friendly and intelligent
B. The body of the camel is 1. unfortunate 2. unusual 3. graceful
4. evil 5. inspiring
C. The meuth of the camel 1. is harmed by thorny cactus 2. is small
tough 3. is well suited for procuring food 4. tightens when a
sandstorm arises 5. provides an inside reservoir
D. The best title for this story is 1. The Body of the Camel 2. The
Usefulness of the Camel 3. The Stupidity of the Camel 4. Sand-
storms on the Desert 5. How the Camel Eats
E. The camel is 1. peculiar for desert travel 2. helpless in a
sandstorm 3. a tricky animal 4. well adapted for desert travel
5. friendly and intelligent
VI.
Bill vaulted the fence into the corral and faced the bucking pony. At his
approach the little animal struck out with his fere feet, but Bill was quick p.nd
avoided him. He caught the pony close to the head and with a rapid movement got
his feet into the stirrups. Then began the real task. With head down, back up,
and whinnying loudly, the animal reared into the air, bouncing back to earth with
terrific force. He tried every trick possible to throw his rider, [flanging and
rearing in all directions, but Bill held on. Finally, after many minutes the
exhausted pony, dripping with perspiration, stood still. His nostrils. trembled,
but one felt that though his body was prostrated, his spirit was unbroken.
A. The pony was 1. tired and impossible 2. quieted in spirit ( )
3. rearing to be ridden 4. fatigued from overactivity 5, thrown
to the ground
B. The pony was finally 1. overbalanced 2. exultant 3. overpowered ' )
4. distracted 5. restored
C. The little pony tried to 1. outlive his rider 2. aid the boy ( )
3. unseat his rider 4. exhaust the animal 5. butt Bill
B. The best title for this story is 1, Riding the Hange 2. An Exhausted( )
Pony 3. Breaking a Pony 4. A Perspiring Pony 5. Bill
Approached the Pony
E. The article illustrates 1. how to enter r. corral 2. a whinnying pony ( )
3. trickery in riding 4. leading a pony 5. skill in horsemanship
ft
1
VI 1.
Studying "bird life with the crjnera is certainly an entrancing sport, '"ne
can engage in it without destroying life, yet get great satisfaction from the
thrilling activities it offers. The sport is appropriate for any time or place.
From it one can derive all sorts of advent-ares, for to "be a good photographer of
the "birds in their native haunts it is necessary to climb trees and cliffs as
well as travel on land and water. How interesting it is to find their nests,
learn where they stay at various times during the day, how the young are fed and
cared for, and procure photographs of the "birds in various attitudes. Hiking with
a camera through the woods is always an enjoyment. There is a feeling of ex-
citement and expectancy present, for sne never knows at what moment he may come
upon some unusual "bird activity.
A. Making studies of bird life is interesting "because 1. they haunt ( )
native places 2. of the various activities one can observe
3. it is always done on water 4. the young are fed and cared
for 5. the sport is appropriate
33. Using camera in place of a rifle encourages wild life by promoting ( )
1. destruction 2. conservation 3. dissatisfaction
4. conversation 5. haunts
C. Bird Study is a satisfying sparct "because 1. the young a.re fed ( }
2. the "birds like it 3. one can get eggs out of nests 4. it is
practicable at all times and places 5. one can use a rifle
D. The "best title for this story is 1. Interesting Birds 2. The ( )
Excitement of Adventure 3. Taming Wild Birds 4. Photography
•f Wild Birds 5. Destroying Bird Life
33. Taking pictures of "bird life is fascinating because 1. it is helped ( )
by a camera 2, it takes much time 3. it gives more bird pictures
4. it brings adventure without destruction of life 5. it scatters
the birds about
Vlll.
In the part of our country which gets very little rain in the summer the
ground must be wet by irrigation to make the plants grow. Otherwise all the
crops would be spoiled by dry weather. This form of agriculture is carried on in
states where snow is found high up in the mountains the entire year. A large
reservoir is made by damming up the mountain streams. The snow, melting in
summer, rushes into a stream. This in turn is joined to a large ditch. At the
head of the ditch is an intake gate« This can be opened and closed at will.
In this way water is drawn off and the various fields are irrigated. The water
can be turned on whenever the fields need it. In the parts of our country where
irrigation is possible they seldom have crop failures, because they can get water
when they need it*
A. This form of agriculture is carried on where 1. crops are grown in ( )
summer 2, mountain streajns make it possible 3. cities are near
4. there are large reservoirs 5. there are crop failures
B. Because irrigation is possible crop failures a.re 1. increased ( )
2. reduced 3. possible 4. permitted 5. eliminated
C. How do they stop the water from flooding the fields? 1. by damming ( )
the ditch 2. by use of gates 3. by opening the reservoir
4. by irrigating the fields 5. by drawing off the water
D. The >est title for this story would be 1. Damming up Streams ( )
2. Supplying Water fgr Irrigation 3. Crops in Dry Weather
4. Building Huge Dams 5. Supplying Water for Colorado
S. Land that is irrigated yields better harvests because 1. in summer it ( )
gets little rain 2. it is high up in the mountains 3. water may
be applied as needed 4. the water can be turned off
5. agriculture is carried on

IX.
Sugar "beets are grown in Colorado. They oust "be raised where cheap labor
can be secured because the plants require a great deal of cultivation, nost <->f
which nust be dene by hand. First the plants are thinned and then "blocked to
get the correct number in the rows. The roots from which the sugar is extracted
are not like the red beets which are eaten as vegetables, but are more like the
common turnips. These roots are washed, sliced, and soaked in water. The water
is later drawn off and boiled into "beet syrup. Then the syrup is changed to a
"brown sugar called raw sugar. The last step is to send the raw sugar through the
refinery, where it is cleaned and whitened. Then the white sugar is ready to "be
boxed and sold for use in our homes.
A. Sugar "beets must he raised where lahor is not expensive "because they require
1. much tillage 2. much washing 3, many plants in a row
4, soaking in water 5. much "boiling
B. What kind of labor is most used in the raising of sugar "beets? ( )
1. machine 2. manual 3. difficult 4. easy 5. unusual
C. The raw sugar is 1. made into syrup 2. refined and whitened ( )
3. boxed and sold 4. left as it is 5. changed to "brown sugar
D. The "best title for this story is 1. Blocking and Thinning Beets ( )
2. Colorado Sugar Beets 3. Hew Beet Sugar is Obtained
4. Cleaning Eaw Sugar 5. Making Beet Syrup
B. Raising Sugar Beets requires 1. inexpensive lahor 2. syrup ( )
changed to sugar 3. sugar to he cleaned 4, many common
turnips 5. raw sugar
X.
Airplanes are growing more important every year. Today they have travelled
to almost every part of the world and into many places that would otherwise have
remained unexplored. Daring pilots have been responsible for many outstanding
feats. They have gone to the aid of dying men when there was no other oppcrtunit3 r
of reaching them. At one time serum was carried to Alaska "by plane and saved the
lives of many children who were seriously ill of diphtheria. Every day of the
year, and in all kinds of weather, Uncle Sam* s pilots carry the nail through the
air. Pra.ctically every day one reads of some new achievements of airplanes,
A„ Airplanes have rendered valuable service to humanity by 1. travelling ( )
in all kinds of v/eather 2. aiding the sick and dying
3. travelling across the country 4. carrying many diseases
5. taking passengers in the air
B. The life of an airplane pilot is 1. lonesome 2. easy 3. ha.zardous( )
4. happy 5. high
C. Airplanes are used for a variety of services such a.s 1. exploring, ( )
carrying mail, and riding the sick 2. carrying mail in all kinds
of weather 3. bringing sewrm to diphtheria patients 4. serving
humanity 5* travelling in all kinds of weather
D. The best title for this story is 1. Mail Pilots 2. Exploring with ( )
Airplanes 3. Significance of Airplanes 4. Life of an Air Pilot
5. A Trip to Alaska
3. The accomplishments of airplanes are 1, unimportant 2, understanding( )
3. trivial 4, significant 5. serious
r.r.
XI.
The mtde of living on the plantations of the South was vastly different frcm
that of the early New England people. The spacious Southern mansions, surrounded
"by the many slave cabins, gardens, and poultry yards, were often in themselves
small villages. While many cf these planters were living in wasteful extravagance,
the Puritans of New England were living in modest, two room homes. They were
thrifty people who were not in favor of the riotous living and entertaining of the
planters. The New England people were mere interested in the establishment of gocd
common schools for all people, while the rich planters did not favor this idea.
They had tutors at heme for their children or sent them to Europe to be educated.
A, The New Engla^iders were interested in 1. having tutors for their sons ( )
2, organizing good schools 3. educating their children in
England 4. living in tv/o rooms 5. riotous living and entertaining
.'
. Which word best describes a Southern planter? 1. frugal 2. gallant ( )
3. brave 4. weak 5. lavish
0 .. Which word best describes a New England home? 1. magnificent ( )
2. insignificant 3. unpretentious 4. extensive 5. valuable
I). The best title for this story is 1. A Story of Education 2. A ( )
Comparison of the Life of the Planters 3. Northern and Southern
Modes of Living 4. The Thrifty New England People 5. Good Schools
for All
The Southern gentleman desired 1. common education for all 2. the ( )
organizing good public schools 3. good education for members of
their own families 4. tutors for children in New England ( )
5. good free schools for planter's sons
Xll.
The pulmotor, a device for the resuscitation of persons suffering from gas(
poisoning, drowning, or electric shock, consists of a tank of compressed oxygen
which is thinned with air and pumped into the lungs of the patient. It must ho
remembered that if breathing is to he produced artificially the process must he
begun within ten minutes after the "breathing has stopped or the person will not
reirive. Therefore it is not safe to wait to begin to revive the person until the
pulmotor arrives. Some other method of restoring consciousness should be
attempted in order to avoid a fatality. While the pulmotor can he of great
acWo.rtage^ it is also a very dangerous instrument in the hands of an inexperienced
person. There is great peril, if the instrument is not properly handled, of
drawing the air out of the small air cells in the lungs and collapsing them,
A. The pulmotor is an instrument for 1. collapsing the lungs 2. avoiding ( )
drowing 3. inducing artificial respiration 4. administering
electric shock 5. inducing oxygen
B, Wheat is conveyed to the patient by means of the pulmctot? 1, concentrated( )
oxygen 2. a device of great advantage 3. air cells which
collapse 4. a mixture of oxygen diluted with air 5. a combination
of oxygen and nitrogen
0. If the person is to he resuscitated, artificial respiration must he ( )
started 1. by a dangerous instrument 2. for collapsing the lungs
3. within ten minutes 4. "by a tank of oxygen 5. by in
inexperienced person
D, What should one do while waiting for the pulmotor? 1. attempt to avoid ( )
the instrument 2. apply another type of resuscitation 3. pump
oxygen from a tank 4. draw air out of lungs 5. dilute the air
E. Why is the pulmotor a menace in the hands of a novice? 1. danger of ( )
injuring the stomach 2. might not arrive on time 3, can be of
great advantage 4. should he properly handled 5. danger of
collapsing the lungs
". 5
Xlll
It was due to the influence of our former president, TLeodcrc loosevelt, that
the country saw a decided advance in the movement for National Parks and nature
conservation. Mr, Roosevelt had keen interest in outdoor life and deeply
regretted that so many of our attractive preas were "being entirely depleted "by the
destructiveness of man. In 1916 the National Park Service v/as organized. The
aim is to have each important feature of our nation's landscape represented in the
system, so that the traveller visiting the several parks in different sections of
our vast land will see the most gorgeous examples of the plant and animal life
inhabiting that region. There are "beautiful natural exhibits in each section
portraying the regional life and landscape of the section. These parks have
became of supreme importance in arousing interest for the conservation of our
nation's wild life and native "beauty,
L 0 Travellers visiting these parks will find 1. conservation of natives (
2. depletion of native wild life 3. commercialized recretticn
4. unusual human "beauty 5. superb illustrations of native beauty
B. The forests were first established to overcome man's 1. magligaancy ( )
2. adversity 3. animosity 4, pernicicusness 5. viciousness
C. The purpose of the National Park Service is 1. exhibiting gorgeous ( )
portraits 2. demonstrating regional resources 3, illustrating
the movement 4. conserving several parks 5. inhabiting the
regions
D. The best title for the story is 1. The Influence of Theodore Roosevelt ( )
2. 6onserving Our Forests 3. Establishment of National Parks
4. Conservation of National Parks 5. Interest in Outdoor Life
E. Establishment of National Parks ha.s 1. created a menace for native "beauty(
2. perpetuated many wild species 3. illustrated the destructiveness
of man 4. injured conservation in U. S, 5. depleted many forests
XIV.
During the last two decades of the past century "business in the United Stater
increased enormously. Industries grew so gigantic that individual owners could no
4
supply the necessa.ry capital the increa.se demanded. Therefore a new method of
financing business operations wa„s established. This was known as the formation ef
st'T ck companies. Then competition became decidedly keen and many, even of the lairg
companies, realizing that combinations of simila.r businesses would bring greater
r93jmieration and power, united in what was known as a trust or union of several
omj.An.iest The totacco, meat packing, steel, oil, and suga.r trusts were formed.
These had several advantages over the individual privately owned business, one of
which was a mon#poly on the country's supply of raw material they represented.
Thus thoy could secure their material at a lower price than otherwise and also have
the desired quantities on hand when they were needed.
A. Stack companies were formed in order to 1. unite business to make it ( )
stronger 2. provide financial assistance for individual owners
3. increase the business in United States 4. provide raw material
5. lower prices in the United States
B. Stock companies and trusts are 1. identical 2. dissimilar ( )
3. disorganized 4. similar 5. equal.
C. A trust was 1, a union cf several dissimilar businesses 2. a small ( )
private business 3. a. combination of all businesses 4. a meger
of several like businesses 5. a large individual business
D. The best title for this story is 1. The Development cf Large Interests (
in the United States 2. Rivalry in Business in United States
3. Formation of Stock Companies in the United States 4. Building
Trusts in the United States 5. Developing New Factories in United State
3. Trusts v/ere formed to 1, increase the authority of business 2. increase
the size of certain individual businesses 3. increase the value of
certain individual businesses 4. help privately owned rival businesses
5. raise prices in individual businesses
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The tests should be given during February, 1937, and returns
should be made on the proper blanks as soon as possible. All of the
information on the "Report to Authors" blank should be filled out so
that accurate tabulations may be made. The authors would appreciate
any suggestions or criticisms which you may have in regard to any part
of the test. The preliminary form of the test was given to more than
one thousand children with highly satisfactory results. As soon as
returns are complete, you will be provided with a new table of age and
grade norms.
Durrell- Sullivan Reading Analysis
The chief purpose of the Durrell-
Sullivan Reading Analysis is to dis-
cover whether the child is reading up
to his capacity, and to indicate what
steps should be taken to improve his
reading skills. The tests and the rem-
edial procedures suggested are based
upon the experiences of the authors
and their students in the analysis and
correction of the reading difficulties of
approximately two thousand children
over a period of twelve years.
The Durrell-Sullivan Reading An-
alysis discovers special difficulty in
reading by comparing the child's un-
derstanding of spoken language with
his understanding of printed language.
Group tests of intelligence are useless
for discovering children who are read-
ing below capacity, since the presence
of a large amount of reading matter
in such tests causes many children to
be classed as dull who are really nor-
mal or bright. The incorrect diagnosis
of dullness is used to "explain" the
reading failure, and nothing further is
done about it. Surveys indicate that
approximately fifteen percent of all
children in the elementary school are
thus misjudged by the present group
tests of intelligence. The Durrell-Sul-
livan Reading Analysis provides a
much more valid and reliable method
of discovering special difficulty in read-
ing.
The Durrell-Sullivan Reading Analy-
sis answers the following questions
about the child:
1. Can he understand reading as well
as he can understand spoken lan-
guage? Norms are presented for
each age level from grades two
through six.
2. Is his difficulty in spoken language
primarily one of vocabulary or is
it based on difficulty with longer
units of speech?
3. Which of the following phases of
silent reading show special weak-
ness?
a. Ability to understand sentences.
b. Ability to understand words.
c. Ability to note details.
d. Ability to get the central thought.
e. Ability to Ideate specific infor-
mation.
4. Does he have difficulty also in spell-
ing? Reading difficulty and spell-
ing difficulty are often closely re-
lated in these grades.
5. Is he able to make a satisfactory
written summary of materials
which he reads?
Description of the Tests
Test I. Hearing Vocabulary. This is
measured by having the child find
pictures which illustrate the words
pronounced by the examiner. The
test consists of seventy-five words
which are tested by fifteen groups
of pictures.
Test II. Hearing Comprehension. This
test consists of twelve paragraphs
graded in difficulty. After each
paragraph is read aloud to the
child, five questions are asked
which measure his comprehension
of the story.
Test III. Reading Vocabulary. This
test is of the multiple choice type,
and contains seventy-five items.
Test IV. Reading Comprehension.
This test consists of twelve para-
graphs which are graded in diffi-
culty. Comprehension of each
paragraph is measured by five dif-
ferent types of questions with mul-
tiple choice answers.
Test V. Spelling. Twenty words are
presented for each grade.
Test VI. Written Recall. The child
reads a paragraph suited to his
grade level and writes from mem-
ory a summary of what he has
read.
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The test requires two sittings, and is
administered as follows:
First sitting:
Test I. Hearing Vocabulary.
Test II. Hearing Comprehension.
Test V. Spelling.
Second sitting:
Test III. Reading Vocabulary.
Test IV. Reading Comprehension.
Test VI. Written Recall.
The following chart indicates the approximate time required for each test
:
Test Grade II Grade HI Grade IV Grade V Grade VI
First
Sitting
I 10 10 10 10 10
II 10 15 20 25 25
V 5 5 5 5 5
Total 25 30 35 40 40
Second
Sitting
III 8 8 8 10 10
IV 10 15 20 20 20
VI 8 8 8 9 9
Total 26 31 36 39 39
(Times indicated are in minutes.)
Directions for Administering
the Tests
To obtain reliable results the exam-
iner should be entirely familiar with
the complete manual before adminis-
tering any of the tests. The wording
of the directions for the tests has been
worked out with care. The person ad-
ministering the tests should follow in-
structions exactly. It is intended that
the directions shall be precise enough
so that all children will understand ex-
actly what to do. However, the in-
structions may be repeated if neces-
sary.
The examiner should enunciate clear-
ly and speak in a moderate tone. He
should read slowly enough so that all
pupils will comprehend easily, but not
so slowly as to produce lack of inter-
est. The speech of the examiner is
particularly important in the hearing
comprehension test. This test must
not be given by a person whose speech
is markedly different from the speech
common to the community. A Boston
accent is not easily understood in the
Middle-West. The examiner should
practice reading the Hearing Vocabu-
lary Test and the Hearing Comprehen-
sion Test, so that difficulties in pro-
nunciation and phrasing will not arise
during the reading.
The test should be given in a room
where a quiet atmosphere prevails both
within and without. The test should
be presented as though it were an in-
teresting lesson, with no preliminary
counsel by the teacher or examiner.
Directions for Filling Out the
Face Sheet
When the books have been distributed
and all children are ready with pencils,
say, "This book contains some exercises
for you to do. Do not write on it or
open it until I tell you to."
Examiner, holding test book, points
to blanks saying, "Fill in these blank
spaces as quickly as you can. Remem-
ber to write plainly. On the first line
where it says, Name—write your name.
After the word Age
—
put how old you
are." Have the other space filled in a
similar manner.
"Now, listen carefully and do just as
I tell you to. You must not ask ques-
tions after we begin. If your pencil
should break, raise your hand, and I
will give you another."
"Now open your book to the first
page." (Examiner demonstrates.)
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Hearing Vocabulary
"Look carefully at the pictures on
this page. I am going to ask you to
do something with these pictures. This
is Set I. Put your pencil on I. One
goes this way." (Examiner runs his
pencil across both lines of Set I, so the
child sees all the pictures in the set.)
'There are eight little pictures in each
set. The pictures stand for words. I
am going to call some words and you
are going to look carefully at the pic-
tures and find them."
"Look at the pictures in Set I.
Which picture says 'rabbit'? What
is the number of the picture?" (The
children will say 6.)
"All right. Put the 6 in this little
box beside A." (Examiner demon-
strates on his copy.) "Be sure you put
the 6 in the box beside A."
"Now put your finger on B in Set I."
(Examiner demonstrates.)
"B says 'many.' See if you can put
the right number beside B." (Pause.)
"Ready. How many wrote 2 be-
side B? Two is correct. Now see if
everyone can put the correct number
beside C. C says 'catch'." (Pause.)
"How many put 8? Eight is correct.
Be sure you look at all the little pic-
tures in the set before you put down
your number."
By now all the children should un-
derstand the procedure.
Continue, always using the same
wording, as: "D says 'alike'." "E says
'under'." etc. A word may be repeated
if it is not heard by the child. Allow
sufficient time between words for the
pupils to write the number. Usually
this requires not more than five sec-
onds. If a single child holds up the
class, say, "If you can't find the word
just leave it out," and proceed to the
next word.
The words are to be given in the
following order:
Set I Set II
A. rabbit A. cattle
B. many B. dark
C. catch C. city
D. alike D. reach
E. under E. long ago
Set III Set IV
A. insects A. audience
B. blast B. mischievous
C. embrace C. village
D. monument D. mansion
E. damage E. companion
Set V Set VI
A. family A. model
B. sign B. banquet
C. furious C. athlete
D. print D. balcony
E. company E. distress
Set VII Set VIII
A. argue A. plunge
B. menu B. cultivate
C. stout C. procession
D. foliage D. accuse
E. erecting E. stadium
(Grade II Stops Here)
Set IX Set X
A. pretend A. survivor
B. vicious B. interior
C. interfere C. deliver
D. exchange D. banner
E. forlorn E. gratitude
(Grade III Stops Here)
Set XI Set XII
A. instruct A. baton
B. confined B. pedestrian
C. perform C. cataract
D. enthusiasm D. laboratory
E. signal E. precipice
Set XIII Set XIV
A. relaxed A. buoyant
B. cooperate B. irritate
C. venerable C. demolish
D. communicate D. renovate
E. casement E. defiant
Set XV
A. vagrant
B. turbulent
C. annihilate
D. crucible
E. rapier
Hearing Comprehension
"We are now going to do a different
test. Turn to this page in your book-
lets." (The examiner turns his copy
to the correct page and shows the
children.)
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"I am going to read some stories
which tell about the pictures on this
page. You will listen carefully to me
while I read a story. When I am
through reading the story, I shall ask
you some questions. You will find the
picture which tells the right answer.
Then you will put the number of the
picture in the little place which is made
for it." (Show parenthesis.)
"When I finish reading the story we
shall do some questions together. Then
we Shall all know exactly what to do."
"Close your books, but keep your fin-
ger in the right place and look at me
while I read the story." (Examiner
reads Story I to class.)
Children are asked to close books
before each paragraph because it has
been found they are apt to be distracted
by looking at the other pictures and
not give complete attention to the
ideas in the story. The stories may be
read only once although the questions
may be repeated if necessary.
Story I.
Sandy, a cunning little brown bear,
was left alone when a hunter shot his
mother. When night came Sandy was
very lonesome. Some other hunters
coming along found the little cub cry-
ing because he was so cold and hungry.
They put him in a crate and shipped
him on the train to the park. The
keeper at the park saved Sandy's life
by feeding him milk. All the children
who came to the park loved to feed
the merry little brown bear. This made
Sandy very happy in his new home.
"Open your books. Put your finger
on A in story I."
Examiner reads: "A. Why was
Sandy left alone in the woods?
"Find the picture which tells why
Sandy was left alone in the woods.
"What is the number of the pic-
ture?" (Pause.)
"Yes, 1 is right.
"Now put 1 in this little place at the
side which is made for it.
"Now put your finger on line B.
"Listen carefully to my question.
"B. What did Sandy do when he
wanted his mother?
"See if you can put the right number
in the place where it belongs."
Be sure each child is following di-
rections.
After question B each child should
be able to write the answers without
further help.
"C. What happened to Sandy?
"D. How was Sandy cared for at
the park?
"E. How do we know Sandy was
happy at the park?
"Close your books and look at me
while I read the next story."
II.
Mother had promised Ned and Ted
a trip to the zoo during vacation. So
one bright sunny morning they got on
the bus and started on their trip.
When they reached the zoo, they went
to see the large animals first. There
was a huge grizzly bear pacing his
cage. The boys enjoyed him very
much. At noon they had a picnic
luncheon. When lunch was over they
visited the monkey houses, where they
saw the funny little animals perform-
ing all kinds of tricks. Later, just be-
fore going home, they visited the lions'
cage. The mother lion was there with
her cub. She was sitting near the
edge of the cage, looking so fierce that
the boys were very glad she was be-
hind strong bars.
"Open your books."
A. How did the boys and their
mother go to the zoo?
B. What did the boys look at the
longest?
C. What did they do at noon time?
D. What did they do after they
finished eating?
E. What was the last thing the
boys saw at the zoo?
"Close your books and look at me
while I read the next story."
HI.
Jack Norton had his nose pressed
against the store window admiring the
fine shoe skates within. He wanted
those skates very much, but they cost
two dollars and he had no money.
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Suddenly he noticed a forlorn puppy
who was whining near him. When he
looked more closely, he found that it
was Skippy, the Simpsons' dog, who
was reported lost. Jack remembered
that there was a reward offered for the
dog. This gave Jack an idea. He
spoke to the dog, held him close, and
started towards the Simpson home.
Surely the Simpsons would pay two
dollars to get their dog back. Then he
could buy the skates. He was so anx-
ious to get his reward that he decided
to take a short cut across the frozen
pond. As he hurried along thinking
of the skates, the ice cracked beneath
him and soon he was struggling fran-
tically in the water. As he went down,
he heard someone calling his name.
Soon he saw a rope hanging beside him.
He seized it in his freezing hands.
Slowly he was dragged to safety.
When he recovered from his fright, he
saw that it was Tom Bolton Who had
saved him. Jack was grateful and
said that Tom deserved a reward. Tom
declared that he would not accept any
reward for simply doing the right
thing. Jack thanked Tom heartily, re-
solving inwardly to return the dog, re-
fuse the reward, and earn the money
for his skates.
"Open your books."
A. What did Jack desire?
B. What made Jack think his wish
had come true?
C. What did Jack's impatience lead
him to do?
D. How was Jack rescued?
E. How did Jack express his appre-
ciation to the rescuer?
"Close your books and look at me
while I read the next story."
IV.
One pleasant summer evening Jocko,
a little brown monkey, sat on the sill
of an open window looking down on the
city street. He was miserable because
Tony, the organ-grinder who owned
him, had scolded him and refused to
provide him with supper. Jocko had
been sulky during the day and had
gathered only a few pennies in his lit-
tle red hat. His hunger was more in-
tense because he could see a loaded
fruit stand on the corner below. After
looking around cautiously, he slid to
the ground and crept stealthily down
the street. The proprietor of the fruit
stand was conversing with a custom-
er at the back of the store. Jocko
hastily grabbed a banana and con-
cealed himself in a large container un-
der the counter, where he could devour
the fruit at leisure. When he had fin-
ished his meal, he made a dash for a
nearby tree in which he hoped to climb
out of the reach of everybody. Before
he could ascend, a hand clasped his
coat and held him firmly. He turned
to find that his captor was Tony, who
had noticed his absence from his perch
on the window.
"Open your books."
A. What was Jocko doing when the
story opened?
B. What was the cause of Jocko's
unhappiness?
C. How did Jocko manage to eat
his meal in peace?
D. How did Jocko effect his escape
from 'his master?
E. What prevented Jocko from ob-
taining his freedom?
"Close your books and look at me
while I read the next story."
V.
School was over and all the boys and
girls were coming out of the building.
Billy, the seventh grade boy who was
the Junior Traffic Officer, was directing
the cars just as the big traffic police-
man does. Whenever there was a lull
in traffic he would hold up his hand,
motion the cars to stop, and beckon the
children to cross the street. All the
children obeyed him with one excep-
tion. A little first grade boy named
Bobby disobeyed Billy's signal and
dashed directly into the road. An ap-
proaching car was speeding so fast that
an accident seemed unavoidable. Only
the fact that the driver had extremely
good brakes and applied them in-
stantly prevented a serious casualty.
Bobby barely escaped, although he was
a badly frightened boy. Billy rebuked
Bobby severely, and warned him never
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to be so disobedient again, as such
carelessness might have had unfortu-
nate consequences.
"Open your books."
A. Who was regulating the traffic
outside the school?
B. How did the officer aid the chil-
dren?
C. What unexpected occurrence
alarmed Billy?
D. What happened because Billy's
signal was disregarded?
E. What punishment did Bobby re-
ceive for his disobedience?
(Grade II Stops Here)
"Close your books and look at me
while I read the next story."
VI.
One beautiful spring day the young
daughters of a pioneer family were
taking a trip down the river in their
canoe. As they were gliding near the
shore where overhanging trees made
a delightful shade, their canoe was
suddenly halted. An Indian hidden in
the underbrush had reached out and
seized it, and as the girls screamed,
another hostile Indian appeared; then
more followed. Their captors dragged
them from the canoe and carried them
off. They were forced to journey for
miles until they were practically ex-
hausted. When evening approached,
the savages prepared to make camp
for the night. They bound the girls
to nearby trees, making their escape
impossible. They gathered a pile of
sticks and laid them carefully for a
bonfire. Finally they sat in council
about it. The girls realized by the
serious tone of the conversation that
their fate was being decided. Suddenly
there was a great cracking of rifles.
A band of settlers who had learned of
the dangerous predicament of the girls
took the Indians entirely by surprise.
Taken unaware, the savages offered
little resistance but hastened to protect
themselves in the safety of the woods.
"Open your books."
A. Which picture indicates the pas-
sengers in the canoe?
B. What checked their progress?
C. What treatment did the girls
first experience at the hands of the
savages?
D. Why were the girls aware their
destiny was being considered?
E. Why did the schemes of the
Indians prove futile?
"Close your books and look at me
while I read the next story."
VII.
As Jerry was walking leisurely to
school and speculating on what kind
of automobile he would purchase if he
could afford it, he was surprised to no-
tice smoke rising from the roof of an
empty factory nearby. Nobody was
about, and he knew it would soon be
too late to check the flames. He saw
that he must obtain assistance at once.
Without asking advice of anyone he
raced up the hill as fast as he could,
and called the fire department as he
had been taught to do. Soon there
came the clang of bells, the clatter of
the heavy trucks, and the shouts of the
rapidly gathering crowd. Jerry re-
mained to point the way to the fire
chief, all thoughts of school vanish-
ing from his mind, and he watched un-
til the fire was completely under con-
trol. The damage to the factory was
great, but the men got the fire under
control before the building was com-
pletely destroyed. The fire chief com-
plimented Jerry on his prompt action.
The knowledge that he had saved a
great deal of property made Jerry very
glad, even though he wondered what
the principal would say when he en-
tered school so late.
"Open your books."
A. What aroused Jerry from his
day-dreaming?
B. How did he show his presence
of mind?
C. What did Jerry do after the
alarm sounded?
D. Which picture shows the results
of the fire?
E. How was Jerry rewarded?
"Close your books and look at me
while I read the next story."
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VIII.
Ocean voyages long ago were made
more dangerous because bands of pi-
rates were roaming the water in search
of vessels to attack and plunder. The
leader of one particularly noted band
of pirates was John Avery. When-
ever any unarmed ship was sighted,
Avery's sailing vessel would pursue it.
When the vessel was overtaken, the
pirates climbed aboard and fought the
unfortunate crew in hand-to-hand con-
flict. They seemed to relish these sav-
age encounters, even when their op-
ponents were completely unarmed.
Avery's custom was to direct his men
from the crow's nest, a perch high
aloft on the mast of the vessel.
Frightful cruelties often accompanied
these attacks. There was one very in-
human practice in which the captive
was first blindfolded and his arms
pinioned. He was then brutally forced
to pace along a timber projecting over
the water until he plunged into the
sea. Falling wildly and usually being
disabled, there was absolutely no pos-
sibility for the victim to survive. The
king of England, greatly disturbed at
the prevalence of piracy, called Avery
before him. The monarch ordered the
pirates and his confederates to make
obeisance before him. He then offered
to pardon them if they would abandon
their vicious way of living and become
law abiding citizens. Avery and his
band accepted, thus reducing piracy on
the seas.
"Open your books."
A. What method did Avery employ
to regulate his men in battle?
B. What is typical of the mode of
warfare the buccaneers engaged in?
C. What procedure was followed in
preparation for the execution of the
victims?
D. Which picture shows an inhu-
man practice the pirates often pursued?
E. Why was it possible for some of
the pirates to mend their ways?
(Grade III Stops Here)
"Close your books and look at me
while I read the next story."
IX.
The Yankee was returning from an
extended cruise on the Grand Banks
with her hold filled to capacity with
gleaming fish. The crew, rejoicing
over their return home, were unaware
that they were in imminent danger of
collision with an obstacle concealed be-
hind the fog. Suddenly the boat gave
a tremendous lurch and terror and con-
fusion reigned as the waters rushed in
on all sides. Information of their pre-
dicament was quickly sent out to ships
in many directions, but all were too far
removed to offer any assistance. The
captain commanded the crew to save
themselves, just as the half-submerged
Yankee was shattered. All the crew
succeeded in getting safely away, but
the captain was left to the mercy of
the icy waters. When the survivors
were found, after being tossed about
all night on the heavy sea, the res-
cuers hunted the waters in vain for
signs of the captain whose level head
and heroic efforts had saved the lives
of the other men.
"Open your books."
A. What type of boat was the cap-
tain commanding?
B. Why was the situation perilous?
C. How did the ship make known
her plight?
D. What act demonstrated the Cap-
tain's courage?
E. What was the eventual solution
of their difficulties?
"Close your books and look at me
while I read the next story."
X.
It was considered a wonderful event
when a balloon made a flight of a few
hundred miles. That first balloon float-
ing about unguided in the sea of air
was the beginning of the airship or
dirigible of today. Little did anyone
dream that a dirigible would in time
travel eight thousand miles and carry
enough supplies to remain in the air
for a month if necessary. Yet Count
Nobile of Italy, in the dirigible Norge,
accomplished just such a feat, for he
was the first to fly over the North
Pole in an airship. A disadvantage of
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airships is that they are large and ex-
pensive to build and require a large
crew of men to control them. Many
inventors felt that if they could find a
way to fly a machine which was heav-
ier than air, their problems would be
solved, for such a ship could be con-
trolled by one or two men. Finally
after a great deal of experiment]
the airplane was invented. The dif-
ferent types are called monoplanes, bi-
planes, or triplanes according to
whether they have one, two, or three
pairs of wings. The airplane which
can rise from the water, or can land
on it, is called a hydroplane. Airplanes
are useful in discovering and reporting
forest fires, in rapid transit of mail, in
carrying food to flooded areas, and it
is even expected that in the futu>
airplanes will be of assistance to ships
in distress far off at sea.
"Open your books."
A. Which type of aircraft was first
successfully used for extended flight?
B. In which type of aircraft did
Nobile explore the North Pole?
C. Which type of aircraft requires
the largest operating staff?
D. Which picture shows a biplane?
E. What new use of airplanes is
predicted?
(Grade IV Stops Here)
"Close your books and look at me
while I read the next story."
XI.
While electricity is a useful servant
when properly controlled, it may also
be the source of many fatal accidents.
Although many people live in constant
fear of lightning, the danger from
such electrical force is really much
less than the risk involved in the care-
less use of common electrical appli-
ances in the home. While there are
many precautions that should be ob-
served in an electrical storm, a person
is reasonably safe in the shelter of a
dwelling house. Objects which project
into the air, forming the highest point
in the vicinity, are more likely to be
struck. For this reason, it is well to
avoid being in open boats or in un-
protected places during a storm. How-
ever, the dangers from lightning are
of much less importance than from
charged wires on which the insulation
has worn too thin or has become brok-
en in spots. Poorly insulated wires at-
tached to flatirons, toasters, radios, or
curling irons, are often responsible for
accidents. Some wires, such as trolley
wires for street-cars, cannot be in-
sulated since the power is obtained by
direct contact. Any exposed wire
through which a heavy current is
passing is very dangerous, and it is
wise to notify the police or the proper
authorities when such a wire is dis-
covered within the reach of passers-by.
If it is necessary in emergencies to
handle a charged wire, the hands
should be protected by an adequate non-
conductor. A rubber overshoe or a
dry wooden pole may be used for push-
ing charged wires away. It is best,
however, to leave suspicious looking
wires alone.
"Open your books."
A. Which source of electricity is
responsible for the most fatalities?
B. Which location is preferable
during an electric storm?
C. Which picture shows insulated
wiring?
D. What procedure should be fol-
lowed if emergency demanded the im-
mediate adjustment of a charged wire?
E. What is recommended to the or-
dinary observer who discovers a sus-
picious looking wire?
"Close your books and look at me
while I read the next story."
XII.
Any study of political history re-
veals that no nation can afford to ig-
nore the possibility of military conflict.
The concern of nations about this
question is evidenced by constant dis-
cussions in regard to armaments, mu-
tual defense pacts, and organizations
for arbitration of international dis-
putes. In all of these fields, the poten-
tiality of the airplane as an instru-
ment of war is being given deep consid-
eration. The readiness of some nations
to scrap outmoded naval vessels may
be attributed in part to the vulnerabil-
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ity of warships to attack from the air.
Although the speed of the airplane
forces the aerial torpedo to pursue an
oblique line in its approach to the
target, pilots are becoming increasing-
ly accurate in their use of this weapon.
The extremely grave consequence of a
possible gas bomb attack on crowded
cities by the air forces of belligerent
nations impresses us with the neces-
sity of inducing all nations to submit
their disputes to arbitration without
recourse to armed conflict.
"Open your books."
A. What problem has been a per-
sistent anxiety to all countries?
B. Which picture evidences the de-
clining confidence of countries in naval
armaments?
C. Which picture shows the correct
inclination of an aerial bomb?
D. Which picture visualizes the
fears of many civilians in regard to air
raids?
E. Which picture shows the method
suggested to remove the menace of
war?
"Close your books and look at me
while I read the next story."
Spelling Test
"Now turn to page fifteen." (The ex-
aminer shows the page on his copy.)
"Here is a space in which you are going
to write some spelling words. I am
going to read a word. Then I shall
read a sentence with the word in it,
and afterwards I shall read the word
again. You are to write the words on
these lines." (The examiner demon-
strates on his copy.) "Write as care-
fully as you can. The first word is
looking'." (Read the sentence contain-
ing the word and repeat the word.)
(Give the words listed for the par-
ticular grade in the test.)
Grade II. Begins here.
looking He is looking for his kitten,
year There are twelve months in
each year,
rest Ask the rest to come now.
soon They will be here very soon,
along You may go along with your
father.
why
table
Why didn't you come to see
me.
The vase of flowers is on the
table.
spring Violets bloom in the spring,
upon Please put it upon the book-
case.
close Close the door quietly.
Grade III. Begins here,
sweet Sugar makes our food taste
sweet.
dinner We had vegetables for din-
ner.
brother His brother is in my class,
yard They are playing in the
yard.
many How many were there?
very They are very happy now.
would Would you like to go to the
city?
because He did it because he was
told to.
floor The floor has just been
swept.
wash Did the kitten wash its
face?
(Grade II ends here.)
Grade IV. Begins here,
leave What time will you leave
school?
afternoon The ball game is in the af-
ternoon.
thought I thought I heard him come
in.
wear We wear warm clothes in
winter.
pound He brought home a pound
of butter.
early You may get up early if you
wish to go.
teeth He is having his teeth
cleaned.
push Push the carriage over here,
stairs There are twenty stairs to
climb.
(Grade III ends here.)
Grade V. Begins here.
clothing The Indians made clothing
of skins.
market He bought his meat at the
market.
weather It looks as if we should have
fair weather.
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young The young birds are in the
nest.
friend His friend will meet him at
the train.
happened It happened at nine o'clock.
fixed She fixed the rope so it
would not break.
station They are going to the sta-
tion.
explain Please explain how you did
it.
promise Do not make a promise un-
less you intend to keep it.
(Grade IV ends here.)
Grade VI. Begins here.
machine It is possible to do it faster
by machine,
gasoline The gasoline tank is in the
rear.
expected We expected you at eight
o'clock.
disappear Where could it disappear to?
believe I believe you did the best
you could,
encourage Encourage him to do better
work.
contained The bank contained five dol-
lars.
business He is going into his father's
business.
satisfied He was not satisfied with
the result.
faithful The dog is a faithful com-
panion.
(Grade V ends here.)
expensive This is an expensive book,
announce- The announcement came this
ment morning,
succeeded He succeeded in climbing to
the top.
purchase Where did you purchase
your racquet?
conven- The convention was held in
tion Boston,
authorize I will authorize you to get
it for me.
peculiar He had a peculiar disposi-
tion.
mysteri- There were some mysteri-
ous ous noises outside,
damaged The box was damaged when
it arrived,
regularly The postman delivers mail
here regularly.
(Grade VI ends here.)
Reading Vocabulary
"Look at the sample at the top of
this page.
"I shall read the sample to you:
An apple is a kind of
1. paint 2. metal 3. animal
4. fruit 5. chair.
"Which answer is correct?
"Yes, 'fruit' is correct. Put the num-
ber in the parenthesis here." (Exam-
iner points to parenthesis.) (Pause.)
"Now read the next sample to your-
self. See if you can put the correct
number in this parenthesis." (Exam-
iner shows correct place.) (Pause.)
"How many put 2 in the parenthe-
sis? 2 is correct.
"There is one more sample left.
"See if everyone can put in the cor-
rect number this time." (Pause.)
"Number 5 is the correct answer.
"You do all other lines on this page
just as you did the samples. Do as
many as you can. When you come to
the end of the first page, turn right
over and go on to the next page.
"When you are through put your
pencil down and wait for directions.
"Ready—Go."
Allow:
Gr. I—eight minutes
Gr. Ill—eight minutes
Gr. IV—eight minutes
Gr. V—ten minutes
Gr. VI—ten minutes
At the end of the time allowed say,
"Stop. Put your pencils down."
Reading Comprehension
'Tut your pencils on this little story
at the top of this page." (Examiner
points to sample story.) "You are go-
ing to read it to yourself. When you
are through I am going to ask you to
answer some questions about the story.
Ready—Read to yourself. When you
are through, raise your hand."
When all have finished, say:
"Put your pencil on A under the
story." (Examiner demonstrates on
her copy.)
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"Question A says, What did Helen
and her brother do?
"Which number tells the right an-
<r" swer?" (Pause) "Yes, 2 is right.
"So put 2 in the little place at the
side which is made for it." (Indicate
correct parenthesis.)
"Put your finger on B." (Indicate.)
"See if you can put the right num-
ber at the side." (Indicate.)
Check on the number of children who
are getting the numbers in correctly.
Assist those who need help.
"All ready. We will try to see if
everyone can put the next number in
the right place.
'Tut your pencil on C." (Indicate.)
"Read the question.
"Put the answer in the right place."
(Pause.)
"You do exactly the same thing to
the other stories in this book.
"There are six pages to this test.
You will not have time to finish all of
them, but do as many as you can. When
you finish this page, turn to the next.
"Keep right on until I tell you to
stop."
"Ready—Go."
Allow:
Gr. II—10 minutes
Gr. Ill—15 minutes
Gr. IV—20 minutes
Gr. V—20 minutes
Gr. VI—20 minutes
Written Recall
"Turn to the back page. You are to
read Paragraph I (or Paragraph II) at
the top of the page. Read carefully so
that you will remember everything it
says. When you have read it through
carefully ONCE, turn your books over
to the front page and wait for direc-
tions."
Examiner
:
Grade II does not take this test.
Grade III reads Paragraph I.
Grades IV, V, VI read Paragraph
II.
Allow three minutes reading time
for Paragraph I.
Four minutes reading time for Para-
graph II.
"Now turn to the blank space on
page 3 just below the pictures."
(Examiner demonstrates on his copy.)
"Write everything you can remember
about what you have just read."
Tentative Test Norms—Tests I—II
—III—IV
I. Hearing Vocabulary
Gr. VI 48
Gr. V 38
Gr. IV 30
Gr. Ill 18
Gr. II 10
II. Hearing Comprehension
Gr. VI 39
Gr. V 31
Gr. IV 23
Gr. Ill 16
Gr. II 8
III. Reading Vocabulary
Gr. VI 55
Gr. V 42
Gr. IV 34
Gr. Ill 24
Gr. II 14
IV. Reading Comprehension
Gr. VI 39
Gr. V 29
Gr. IV 20
Gr. Ill 10
Gr. II 4
The norms stated here are decidedly
tentative, since they are based on ap-
proximately 200 children in each grade.
The tests were given during the month
of May. Thus the figures are much
higher than could be expected at other
times during the year. Schools cooper-
ating in the standardization will re-
ceive corrected norms as soon as re-
turns are complete. Age and grade
norms will be furnished.
The final norms will be based on fif-
teen thousand children from schools
well distributed geographically.
An analysis of the various abilities
based on the several types of questions
will also be included in the complete
form of the manual. This should aid
the teacher in deciding which abilities
she should place special emphasis on
in her teaching.
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Information About The Tests
1. HEARING VOCABULARY. The words for
this list were chosen at random from lists
of words common to the grades for which
the test was designed.
Statistical Analysis. A preliminary form
of the test was tried out on approximately
one thousand children in order to discover
weaknesses in the test and to establish the
validity of the individual items. No item
was included in the present form of the
test which did not show a satisfactory dif-
ferentiation between the grades for which it
was intended. The effectiveness of this
item analysis is shown by the reliability
coefficient of .966 which was obtained from
the scores of 323 children in grades three
to six, using the "chance-half" method.
Size of Pictures. Three sizes of pictures
were used in a preliminary experiment to
determine whether the present size was sat-
isfactory. The child's score was not im-
proved by increasing the size of the pictures.
2. HEARING COMPREHENSION. The stories
in this test were tried out for their interest
value before they were included in the
preliminary test. The child's attention
must be caught and maintained in order
to measure his language comprehension.
Statistical Analysis. This test was tried
out in the same manner as the Hearing
Vocabulary Test. On the 323 children this
was found to have a reliability coefficient
of .938.
3. READING VOCABULARY. The words were
chosen in the same manner as in the hear-
ing vocabulary test.
Statistical Analysis. One hundred fifty
items were tried out on approximately five
hundred children in grades three to six.
The present test is made up of the seventy-
five items which differentiated best between
the grades for which they were intended.
The reliability of this test has not been com-
puted, but it will probably be high.
4. READING COMPREHENSION. This test
parallels the hearing comprehension test
in, construction and evaluation. Compre-
hension of each of the fourteen paragraphs
is measured by five different types of ques-
tions with multiple choice answers. The
questions are framed in different words
from that of the paragraph, making it
necessary for the child to interpret his
reading. The types of questions are the
following
:
A. Ability to understand sentences
B. Ability to understand words
C. Ability to note details
D. Ability to get the central thought
E. Ability to locate specific information.
Statistical Analysis. A preliminary form
of this test was also tried out on approxi-
mately one thousand children. A relia-
bility coefficient of .962 was obtained on the
scores of 289 children in grades three to
six.
5. SPELLING. Since reading difficulty is
often accompanied by spelling difficulty,
a spelling test is included in the battery.
A study of the child's spelling errors often
indicated his type of difficulty in word
analysis. The final form of the manual
will indicate how to use the test for this
purpose.
The words were chosen at random from
a composite list made up of the words
common to eight of the more widely used
spellers.
6. WRITTEN RECALL OF MATERIAL READ.
This test is designed to give a rough indi-
cation of the child's ability to make a writ-
ten summary of a paragraph which he reads.
The scoring is somewhat subjective and
lacks the precision of the other tests. How-
ever, this test serves to indicate a possible
difficulty in unaided recall from reading.
The multiple choice type of test measures
only the identification of answer and is
really a leading question, whereas the child
is often required in the classroom to give
the thought of a passage orally or in writing
without the use of questions.
The scoring of the test requires checking
the child's written recall against a list of
the ideas in the paragraph. The scoring
key is arranged in a manner to make this
scoring relatively easy.
Supplementary Testing In Reading
CLINICAL ANALYSIS. The Durrell "Clin-
ical Procedure for the Analysis of Reading
Difficulty" is used for a more detailed
study of the children with severe reading
difficulty. Only one child can be studied
at a time, since the test requires about
forty minutes to give. It consists of two
sets of graded oral reading paragraphs, one
set of graded silent reading paragraphs,
a word recognition and word analysis test,
and other supplementary tests. As the
child reads the various sections of the test,
the examiner makes a record of his faulty
habits and difficulties and after the test
makes a summary of them on a master
chart. Although the test has been used on
approximately three thousand children, it
is still in tentative form and only a few
test sets are available for general dis-
tribution.
INFORMAL TESTS. There are many
habits and skills in reading which cannot
as yet be measured satisfactorily by stand-
ard tests or which can be measured as
well or better by informal tests. Several
hundred experienced teachers have found
the informal tests suggested below to yield
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information of value in regard to the
pupils in their classes.
1. Voluntary outside reading. An informal
inquiry in regard to the amount of outside
reading in books, newspapers, and maga-
zines often reveals a need for motivating
individual reading programs.
2. Suitability of the level of reading materials
used in the classroom. In the primary
grades, if the child's oral reading shows
that he has difficulty with more than one
word in twenty running words, or more
than five words in a hundred word
selection, the material is probably too dif-
ficult for the child. In middle and upper
grades, suitability of the textbook can be
determined in a rough way by selecting
the twenty hardest words in a chapter and
finding whether the child knows their
meaning. If many of the words are not
known to the child, he probably would
progress more rapidly in an easier book.
3. Speed of reading. This may best be ob-
tained by a series of two-minute tests on
new material in books suited to the grade
level. In order to avoid superficial read-
ing, questions should be prepared in ad-
vance over the material read and the fol-
lowing directions given: "Read as rap-
idly as you can, but be sure that you read
carefully so that you can answer ques-
tions about the story."
The average silent and oral reading
rates in material suited to the grade are
indicated in the following table. These
rates are taken from data secured from
studies of the Boston University Educa-
tional Clinic.
5. Word Skills. There are a great many in-
formal tests and observations to be made in
relation to word study. If a child is given
a list of unknown words to read, his method
of attack should be noted. Has he any
method of analyzing difficult words? Is
the method he uses satisfactory? Does he
analyze by individual sounds or by sylla-
bles? Does he look at the word and guess
at it without analysis?
In the middle grades children often ignore
all difficult words. An interesting test is
that of asking the child to write on a piece
of paper all of the words in a hard selection
that he does not know. It will be discovered
that poor readers are often unable to pick
out the words that give them trouble. Tests
may be devised to discover whether a child
can get the meaning of words from the
context of the sentence. This is done by
giving the child a list of words and a par-
allel list of the proper definitions of the
word and asking him to match the words
and definitions as he reads the story.
Facility in finding words in the diction-
ary may be tested by giving the child a list
of ten words not in alphabetical order and
asking him to look them up as rapidly as
possible. As he finds each word, he records
the number of the page on which the word
is found and proceeds to the next word.
A record should be made of the time it
takes him to find ten words. Other dic-
tionary tests may be easily devised.
6. Speed and accuracy in locating information.
Put four questions on the blackboard and
ask the children to find the answers in a
certain chapter in the text-book. Record
Rate in Words Per Minute
Grade I II III IV V VI
Oral Reading 45 80 110 135 150 170
Silent Reading 45 78 125 156 180 210
Several tests should be given and the
results averaged in order to determine the
child's speed of reading.
4. Faulty habits in oral readina. When the
child reads orally several difficulties will
often be apparent. Some of the things to
notice are the following:
a. Does the child read in phrases or
word-by-word?
b. Is his voice strained and high pitched?
c. Does he ignore punctuation?
d. Is his enunciation satisfactory?
e. Is his expression adequate?
f. Does he repeat or omit words?
g. Does he make many errors on small
words?
h. Can he study out words he does not
know?
the time required by each child. The ques-
tions should be easy at first, such as the
location of proper names, dates, or figures.
Slightly harder questions are those in which
question and answer contain the same words
and phrases. Harder still are questions
which contain none of the words found in
the answer.
Remedial Measures
A testing program is of little value unless
it is followed by a teaching plan designed to
provide for the needs disclosed by the testing.
A complete handbook for providing for in-
dividual needs in reading is being prepared by
the authors of this test and will be available
when the final form of the test appears. In
o'anning a remedial program, the following
are some of the major items to be considered:
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1. Providing reading material suited to each
child's reading level. Children, are thrown
into constant confusion by materials in
which the word recognition or word mean-
ing burden is much too great. A method
of determining the suitability of materials is
suggsted in the "informal test" section of
this manual. In the average classroom it
is usually found that at least five levels
of instructional material are necessary
Good results are obtained when small
groups of five or six children are working
under pupil teachers with lesson plans
adapted to their level and needs. Exten-
sive silent reading in properly graded
material also yields satisfactory results.
2. Providing adequate motivation for reading.
The following types of motivation have
been found to encourage attentive inde-
pendent reading:
a. Purposive reading in which the child
has an interesting task in mind, such
as contributing his part to a class
project, constructing some object, or
furthering some plan of his own.
b. Selecting interesting material or pro-
viding interest through supplementary
activities and enrichment.
c. Showing the child his progress by
the use of objective records of gains,
such as charts showing increase in
speed of reading, lists of new words
added to his sight or meaning vocabu-
lary, increase in accuracy on daily
tests, increased power in mastery of
difficult words, etc. This is best ac-
complished through careful planning
in which new skills acquired are im-
mediately practiced in the following
lessons.
d. Providing a variety of types of les-
sons so that fatigue or inattention
will not appear. For some children a
half hour's work will need to be
broken into six or eight sections, while
others may need only a single assign-
ment for that time.
e. Encouraging a child by brief com-
ments on his work and by showing him
how he may overcome his confusions
and difficulties.
3. Providing for difficulties with words. While
there are many factors involved in com-
prehension difficulties, the chief trouble
comes from word meaning and word recog-
nition. Daily lessons should be scanned for
difficult words and adequate instruction
provided before the lessons are read.
In addition to these exercises for imme-
diate use in the day's lesson, instruction
should be given in some form of word
analysis. The type of word analysis to be
used depends upon the type of error the
child makes.
4. Providing for difficulties in comprehension of
longer units. While much of the trouble
in comprehension is cleared up by pro-
viding well motivated material of the proper
reading level and by the preliminary word
recognition and word meaning exercises,
some children need additional help in com-
prehension of longer units of material. More
attentive reading is often obtained by giv-
ing a child study questions prior to his
reading. In extreme cases, a question may
be required for each paragraph which the
child reads.
5. Increasing the speed of silent reading. This
may best be done by giving short speed
tests two or three times a week. The test
must always be accompanied by compre-
hension questions in. order to main-
tain attentive reading. Severe difficulties
are helped by phrase drills, or by over-
coming lip movements and vocalization.
Extensive reading of well motivated easy
material is the most natural means of ac-
quiring speed in reading.
6. Overcoming faulty habits in oral reading.
The items listed in the "informal test" sec-
tion of this manual will require attention.
The use of phrase drills will help many of
these difficulties, while the reading of poetry
or dramatized materials will help others.
7. Providing graded exercises in the study
skills. There are three general classifications
of reading skills which need attention in
the classroom; (1) thorough reading, in
which the child is expected to master the
entire contents of the material read, (2)
incomplete reading or scanning, in which
he is to get only the general idea or to
locate specific units of information, and (3)
associational reading, in which he reads
with a problem in mind such as criticism,
comparison, illustration, selection, enriched
imagery, etc. In addition to these skills,
attention should be paid to the complete-
ness, accuracy, and organization in written
and oral recall of materials read.
8. Encouraging adequate independent reading.
Children will rarely acquire and maintain
facile reading skills unless they read vol-
untarily outside of school. Any reading
program should give attention to the forma-
tion of independent outside-of-school read-
ing habits.
9. Providing for superior readers. The superior
reader is often held back by being required
to read material which does not challenge
his interest or ability. Long range assign-
ments related to the content subjects will
make for purposive reading and will help
to enrich the classroom, especially if such
assignments are given far enough in ad-
vance so that the child may prepare a
report at the time the topic is to be
discussed in class.
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Purposes of the Educational Clinic:
1. The training of expert remedial teachers
and school psychologists. Enrollment is
limited to sixteen full-time graduate stu-
dents.
2. To provide a consultation service for
remedial teachers in public and private
schools. About forty remedial centers work
in cooperation with the Educational Clinic.
Approximately one thousand children are
receiving remedial instruction in Greater
Boston Schools.
3. To provide a laboratory for the develop-
ment of individualized instructional mate-
rials. Correctly planned individualized in-
struction should ultimately do away with
the need for remedial work.
4. To provide demonstrations and exhibits of
materials and methods for individualized
instruction for teachers in part-time
courses. During the present semester two
hundred thirty teachers are enrolled in
late afternoon courses in remedial reading.
5. To provide intensive remedial instruction for
bright children with severe learning diffi-
culties who are not making progress in other
remedial classes. Enrollment is limited to
twenty children. These children receive daily
instruction from 9:30-11:30. As corrections
are made, children are returned to regular
classes.
Courses offered in connection with the work
of the Educational Clinic:
1. "Educational Clinic." Laboratory work for
sixteen graduate students. During the first
semester these students learn intensive in-
dividual remedial procedures. During the
second semester they are given training in
the organization and instruction of remedial
classes.
2. "Individualized Instruction in Reading."
These courses are designed to enable teach-
ers-in-service to carry out individualized in-
struction in regular classrooms. Extension
courses are offered in connection with super-
visory programs in individualized instruction.
At present such courses are being given in
New Bedford and Springfield, Massachu-
setts.
3. "Remedial Reading in the Secondary
School. This course is given the second
semester to teachers sent in by English
departments of various public and private
schools.
4. "Seminar in Reading." Five doctorate
theses and twelve master's theses are in
progress in connection with this course.
5. "Physical Handicaps to Learning." This is
a lecture course in which outstanding Bos-
ton physicians discuss the learning prob-
lems associated with their specialty. Dr.
T. H. Eames is in charge of the course.
Current Research Activities of the Educa-
tional Clinic:
The chief interest of the Educational
Clinic is to provide the classroom teacher with
methods of discovering and providing for
learning needs in the regular classroom. To
that end inexpensive materials for the analysis
and correction of difficulties are being devel-
oped which are intended to make the work
of the "remedial teacher" and the "remedial
reading expert" unnecessary. The following
projects are being pushed forward at present:
1. Methods of informal classroom analysis of
individual needs in reading, and techniques
for providing for these differences. A sum-
mary of the techniques developed thus far
will be found in the chapter on "Individual
Differences" in the forthcoming 1937 Year-
book on Reading of the National Society
for the Study of Education to be published
in February, 1937.
2. A group test for the detection and partial
analysis of special difficulty in reading.
The chief feature of this test is a measure
of "hearing comprehension" which serves
to indicate the reading comprehension which
might be expected of the child. This section
of the test uses three hundred pictures. A
preliminary form of the test was tried out
on one thousand children. Reliability quo-
tients run from .92 to .97 on children from
grades three to six. The final form will be
standardized on twelve thousand children in
December and January.
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3. An individual "Procedure for the Analysis of
Reading Difficulty" which is used for chil-
dren with severe reading difficulties. This
has been used on approximately three thou-
sand children during the past six years, and
will be available for general use early in
1937.
4. A handbook for individualizing instruction in
reading. This will contain the results of
experimental methods used in the Clinic
and in remedial and regular reading classes
cooperating with the Clinic during the past
six years. It will present specific devices
and carefully graded materials for the cor-
rection of faulty habits and learning dif-
ficulties. It will show the methods of or-
ganization and lesson planning for indi-
vidualized instruction in the regular class-
room.
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Final form of the test which has been sent
out to places covering a wide geographic distri-
bution and is now being standardized on the baiis
of figures obtained from the results of tests ad-
ministered to twelve thousand children.
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Word Meaning
An apple is a kind of 1. paint 2. metal 3. animal 4. fruit 5. chair
. (
Large means 1. angry 2. big 3. hurt 4. little 5. like (. )
To shut means to 1. help 2. give 3. take 4. run 5. close
. ....... ( )
1. A dog is an 1. answer 2. elephant 3. animal 4. excuse 5. orange
2. A robin is a 1. crow 2. bird 3. bug 4. flower 5. leaf
3. To bring is to 1. find 2. carry 3. think 4. lose 5. fall
4. Small means 1. hurry 2. large 3. little 4. like 5. help
5. To fall is to 1. pay 2. lift 3. touch 4. drop 5. face
6. To bake is to 1. break 2. lose 3. cook 4. speak 5. copy
7. A dollar is 1. copper 2. money 3. business 4. healthy 5. clothing
8. A voice is used to 1. clamp 2. speak 3. point 4. write 5. mark
9. A potato is a 1. song 2. planet 3. postman 4. table 5. vegetable
10. Beef is a kind of 1. horse 2. boat 3. maze 4. ranch 5. meat
11. To chop means 1. roll 2. note 3. come 4. chide 5. cut
12. If a thing is above it is 1. glad 2. higher 3. short 4. pleasant 5. between
13. A thing that is bent is 1. warm 2. crooked 3. sharp 4. straight 5. tight
14. Travel means 1. trouble 2. journey 3. serious 4. prepare 5. junction
15. Oil is used for 1. fuel 2. water 3. fun 4. writing 5. presents
16. Quarrel means 1. stop 2. travel 3. fight 4. forget 5. throw
17. A hall is a 1. horn 2. road 3. tooth 4. room 5. field
18. An island is surrounded by 1. sugar 2. gardens 3. earth 4. salad 5. water
19. Remain means 1. ride 2. measure 3. happen 4. accompany 5. stay
20. Salt is used on 1. holidays 2. water 3. food 4. birds 5. flowers
21. Marriage means 1. image 2. civil 3. bitter 4. obtain 5. wedding
22. A carpenter makes things of 1. iron 2. stone 3. cement 4. wood 5. grass
23. A maid is a 1. smile 2. father 3. girl 4. heart 5. fruit
24. A palace is a 1. crown 2. storm 3. land 4. policeman 5. building
25. A helmet is worn on the 1. knees 2. breast 3. feet 4. head 5. elbows
26. When you miss school you are 1. tardy 2. absent 3. present 4. taught 5. fair
27. A person is alone who is without 1. money 2. food 3. company 4. shelter 5. danger
28. A stomach is part of the 1. sea 2. sky 3. body 4. country 5. world
29. A man's daughter is his 1. child 2. parent 3. sister 4. son 5. niece
30. Ill means 1. well 2. hungry 3. sick 4. safe 5. sorry
31. Excellent means very 1. weak 2. poor 3. happy 4. good 5. tired
32. A hive is for 1. oil 2. school 3. bees 4. peaches 5. robbers
33. To tumble is to 1. type 2. ask 3. knock 4. fall 5. tickle
34. A grandparent is an 1. antagonist 2. elephant 3. ancestor 4. imposter 5. umpire
35. A smell is an 1. amount 2. answer 3. office 4. odor 5. idea
36. An elm is a 1. mold 2. helm 3. bug 4. tree 5. tool
37. A mule is a 1. splinter 2. pearl 3. beast 4. ditch 5. handle
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38. Costly things are 1. expensive 2. pliant 3. scorched 4. liberal 5. domestic
39. An author is a 1. writer 2. policeman 3. statesman 4. treasurer 5. patron
40. A mayor is an 1. expert 2. animal 3. invalid 4. umbrella 5. official
41. A zone is a 1. number 2. stepson 3. region 4. sliver 5. habit
42. To injure is to 1. slump 2. insure 3. wound 4. sell 5. splash
43. To rouse means to 1. waken 2. rule 3. roast 4. throw 5. love
44. Mild means 1. gentle 2. price 3. wild 4. new 5. behind
45. Wicked means 1. generous 2. grateful 3. unselfish 4. evil 5. brilliant
46. To make preparations is to get 1. over 2. measles 3. ready 4. upon 5. cloudy
47. A selection is a 1. choice 2. capital 3. desire 4. bullet 5. folder
48. To tour is to 1. prepare 2. toast 3. lean 4. travel 5. trust
49. Twinkle means 1. wrinkle 2. ringing 3. pitiful 4. glisten 5. feeble
50. Coarse cloth is 1. smooth 2. fine 3. rough 4. cold 5. short
51. A bough is a 1. limb 2. leaf 3. pail 4. crest 5. trunk
52. To welcome means to 1. endure 2. persist 3. receive 4. believe 5. practice
53. A blunt thing is 1. thin 2. sharp 3. disagreeable 4. black 5. dull
54. Circular means 1. careless 2. familiar 3. round 4. square 5. jealous
55. Skillful means 1. laborious 2. excited 3. radical 4. expert 5. kindly
56. Interior means 1. inferior 2. above 3. empty 4. dreary 5. inside
57. Stupid means 1. studious 2. false 3. stylish 4. cowardly 5. dull
58. To surrender is to 1. surround 2. soften 3. colonize 4. dance 5. yield
59. Destruction causes 1. discipline 2. ruin 3. government 4. scandal 5. satisfaction
60. To convince means to 1. declare 2. design 3. combine 4. persuade 5. nourish
61. A sign is an 1. offering 2. agreement 3. acquaintance 4. indication 5. address
62. A portion is a 1. gate 2. home 3. wall 4. riddle 5. share
63. To overcome is to 1. discover 2. happen 3. anticipate 4. defeat 5. worry
64. An insult is an 1. instinct 2. insertion 3. anouncement 4. embrace 5. offence
65. To confirm is to make 1. angry 2. equal 3. trouble 4. time 5. certain
66. Valiant means 1. valid 2. lenient 3. brave 4. royal 5. loyal
67. To kindle means to 1. pick 2. range 3. light 4. soil 5. assist
68. Abrupt means 1. exclude 2. neutral 3. recent 4. sudden 5. rugged
69. Fatigue means 1. fatal 2. faithful 3. conflict 4. dodge 5. weariness
70. A durable thing is 1. fantastic 2. courteous 3. modified 4. lasting 5. moist
71. Fourscore is the same as 1. fourteen 2. fortnight 3. eighty 4. twenty 5. four
72. To ratify is to 1. confuse 2. approve 3. assist 4. report 5. poison
73. To rebel is to 1. realize 2. pledge 3. justify 4. resist 5. flourish
74. Sullen means 1. sultry 2. satisfied 3. credulous 4. harmful 5. surly
75. Probabilitv means 1. disheveled 2. originality 3. likelihood 4. sincerity 5. enthusiasm
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Sample.
One warm, sunny day Helen and her
brother went on a trip to the beach. Their
mother and aunt went with them. They took
their bathing suits so that they could all go
into the water. When noontime came they
had lunch on the sand. After lunch the chil-
dren gathered seashells. They saw a star-
fish and some funny little crabs.
A. What did Helen and her brother do?
1. went to see their aunt 2. went to
the seashore 3. went on a train
4. went for crabs 5. went fishing ( )
B. The weather was 1. quiet 2. funny
3. fair 4. gloomy 5. rainy ( )
C. The best name for this story is 1. Helen
and her Aunt 2. Gathering Shells
3. Eating Lunch Outdoors 4. One
Warm Day 5. A Trip to the Beach
I.
Mary and John go to camp as soon as school
closes in the summer. They go on the train
and stay until it is time for school to open
again in the fall. They have a happy time at
camp because there are many other boys and
girls there too. They ride, swim, and play
games together every day.
A. When do Mary and John go to camp?
1. before school 2. when school is
over 3. in the fall 4. when school
starts 5. every day ( )
B. Which word tells what kind of a time the
children have at camp? 1. lonesome
2. sad 3. joyous 4. funny 5. weary
( )
C. How do the children travel to camp?
1. on a train 2. on a bus 3. in an auto-
mobile 4. on a car 5. in an aeroplane
( )
D. The best name for this story would be
1. Close of School 2. Playing Games
3. A Trip on the Train 4. A Summer
at Camp 5. The Boys at Camp ( )
E. Why do the children enjoy camp life?
1. glad to be away for the summer
2. like the ride on the train 3. glad to
be out of school 4. fun staying in camp
5. fun playing games with the other
children ( )
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II. III.
Jack had a new fishline. His father took
him fishing in a little brook at the back of his
grandfather's house. Jack was the first to
feel a bite. There was a strong pull at his
line. He tried hard to pull the fish out of
the water, but it pulled so hard his father had
to help him. He was happy when he saw his
fish lying on the grass near the stream.
A. Jack went 1. to his grandfather's house
2. into the water 3. fishing with his
father 4. to buy a fishline 5. to the
ocean to fish ( )
B. The fish 1. helped 2. struggled 3. ate
4. tried" 5. fell ( )
G. Jack tried 1. to fish near the stream
2. pull his father back 3. land his own
fish 4. put fish in the brook 5. to lie
on the grass ( )
D. The best name for this story is 1. A Trip
to Grandfather's 2. Gatching Some
Fish 3. Jack's Fishing Trip 4. Buy-
ing a New Fishline 5. How Father
Fished ( )
E. Jack enjoyed his trip because 1. the fish
got away 2. the brook was near
grandfather's 3. he caught a fine fish
4. he went to a stream 5. his father
helped him ( )
In the cold Northlands many animals go to
sleep for the whole winter. They have to store
up enough fat on their bodies in the summer
time to last them all winter while they are
sleeping. These animals grow huge in the
summer. Bears, which are among the ani-
mals who sleep all winter, get so large in the
summer that they can hardly move about.
All these animals who sleep during the winter
crawl into caves or hollow trees when winter
nears and stay until spring comes once more.
When they come out they are very thin and
starving.
A.
B.
G.
D.
E.
How do the animals who sleep through
the winter get their winter food?
1. by carrying their food in with them
2. by getting fat in summer 3. by com-
ing out for food as they need it 4. by
eating the bark of trees 5. by living on
small animals ( )
The climate where these animals live
is very 1. windy 2. warm 3. breezy
4. cold 5. hot ( )
How do the animals look when they
come out of the cave? 1. huge and fat
2. lean and hungry 3. thin and tired
4. large and strong 5. huge and starv-
( )ing
The best title for this story would be
1. Bears Who Go Into Caves 2. Thin
and Hungry Animals 3. Animals Who
Sleep Through the Winter 4. Large
Animals Sleep in Winter 5. While
They Are Sleeping ( )
The animals who sleep through the win-
ter make winter dens 1. in the sum-
mer time 2. in the open woods
3. when spring comes 4. in caverns or
hollow logs 5. while they are sleep-
ing ( )
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IV.
The St. Bernards are among the bravest of
dogs. They are large and very strong. In
Switzerland these dogs are trained to go out
and find travellers who are lost in the snow-
drifts on the high mountains. A first aid kit
containing food and medicine is hung about
their necks and a warm blanket is strapped
on their backs. When they find worn out
travellers they dig them out of the snow and
help them if they are awake and able to move.
If the traveller is injured and helpless the
dog is trained to go back to the town below
and bring aid. Many lives are saved every
year by these fearless animals.
A. What is the most valuable thing that St.
Bernard dogs do? 1. they can climb
over snowdrifts 2. they are large and
strong 3. they are trained to rescue
lost travellers 4. they are good moun-
tain climbers 5. they carry first aid
kits ( )
B. The St. Bernard dog is 1. cowardly
2. speedy 3. courageous 4. rough
5. fierce ( )
C. How does the dog assist worn out travel-
lers? 1. by digging large holes in the
snow 2. climbing the drifts to the
traveller 3. bringing first aid 4. cov-
ering him with a blanket 5. by his
great strength ( )
D. The best title for this story is 1. Training
Dogs 2. The, Heroic St. Bernard
3. A Strange St. Bernard Dog
4. People Lost in Mountains 5. Travel-
ling Through Snowdrifts ( )
E. What do the dogs do for the travellers they
cannot help? 1. stand man on his feet
2. give him food and medicine
3. return to the village for aid
4. carry him down the mountain
5. give him the first aid kit ( )
V.
The camel possesses a most uncommon body
which almost seems made to order for the
many purposes he fills in the life of the desert
people. His mouth is peculiarly fitted for
securing food. The strong membrane and
powerful teeth enable him to tear off the dry
shrubs and stiff, prickly cactus of the desert.
His hugh nostrils allow him to breathe deeply.
They close tightly when a sandstorm arises,
thus shutting out the choking sands. His
hump, a mere lump of fat, is of great use if food
fails, for he can obtain nourishment from
it for many days. He is also provided
with inside reservoirs which hold enough
water to last him for four or five days. Un-
fortunately the camel is dull. To kneel
down at a given signal is about the only
trick he ever learns. Although the camel
is homely he is nevertheless valuable, for with-
out him many portions of the earth would re-
main untravelled.
A. The camel is 1. more intelligent than the
horse 2. capable of learning a great
deal 3. rather unintelligent 4. poorly
taught 5. friendly and intelligent
( )
B. The body of the camel is 1. unfortunate
2. unusual 3. graceful 4. evil
5. inspiring ( )
C. The mouth of the camel 1. is harmed by
thorny cactus 2. is small and tough
3. is well suited for procuring food
4. tightens when a sandstorm arises
5. provides an inside reservoir ( )
D. The best title for this story is 1. The
Body of the Camel 2. The Useful-
ness of the Camel 3. The Stupidity of
the Camel 4. Sandstorms on the
Desert 5. How the Camel Eats ( )
E. The camel is 1. unsuited for desert travel
2. helpless in a sandstorm 3. a tricky
animal 4. well adapted for desert
travel 5. friendly and intelligent ( )
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VI.
Bill vaulted the fence into the corral and
faced the bucking pony. At his approach the
little animal struck out with his fore feet, but
Bill was quick and avoided him. The boy
caught the pony close to the head and with a
rapid movement sprang into the stirrups.
Then began the real task. With head down,
back up, and whinnying loudly, the animal
reared into the air, bouncing back to earth
with terrific force. He tried every trick pos-
sible to throw his rider, plunging and rearing
in all directions, but Bill held on. Finally,
after many minutes, the exhausted pony, wet
with perspiration, stood still. His nostrils
trembled, but one felt that though his body
had been subdued, his spirit was still unbroken.
A. When Bill approached, the pony was
1. tired and impossible 2. quieted in
spirit 3. impatient to be ridden
4. fatigued from overactivity
5. thrown to the ground ( )
B. The pony was finally 1. overbalanced
2. exultant 3. overpowered 4. dis-
tracted 5. restored ( )
C. The little pony tried to 1. outlive his
rider 2. aid the boy 3. unseat his
rider 4. exhaust the animal
5. butt Bill ( )
D. The best title for this story is 1. Riding
the Range 2. An Exhausted Pony
3. Breaking a Pony 4. A Perspiring
Pony 5. Bill Approached a Pony
( )
E. The article illustrates 1. how to enter a
corral 2. a whinnying pony
3. trickery in riding 4. leading a pony
5. skill in horsemanship ( )
VII.
Studying bird life with a camera is certainly
an entrancing sport. One can engage in it
without destroying life, yet get great satisfac-
tion from the thrilling activities it offers. The
sport is appropriate for any time or place.
From it one can derive all sorts of adventures,
for to be a good photographer of birds in their
native haunts it is necessary to climb trees and
cliffs as well as travel on land and water. How
interesting it is to find their nests, learn where
they stay at various times during the day, how
the young are fed and cared for, and to procure
photographs of the birds in various attitudes.
Hiking with the camera through the woods is
always an enjoyment. There is a feeling of
excitement and expectancy present, for one
never knows at what moment he may come
upon some unusual bird activity.
A. Making studies of bird life is interesting
because 1. they haunt native places
2. of the various activities one can ob-
serve 3. it is always done on water
4. the young are fed and cared for
5. the sport is appropriate ( )
B. Using a camera in place of a rifle encour-
ages wild life by promoting 1. destruc-
tion 2. conservation 3. dissatisfac-
tion 4. conversation 5. haunts ( )
C. Bird study is a satisfying sport because
1. the young are fed 2. the birds like it
3. one can get eggs out of nests
4. it can be enjoyed during all seasons
5. one can use a rifle ( )
D. The best title for this story is 1. Interest-
ing Birds 2. The Excitement of Ad-
venture 3. Taming Wild Birds
4. Photography of Wild Birds
5. Destroying Bird Life ( )
E. Taking pictures of bird life is fascinating
because 1. it is helped by a camera
2. it takes much time 3. it gives more
bird pictures 4. it brings adventure
without destruction of life 5. it scat-
ters the birds about ( )
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VIII.
In the part of our country which gets very
little rain in the summer the ground must he
wet by irrigation to make the plants grow.
Otherwise all the crops would be spoiled by
dry weather. This form of agriculture is
carried on in states where snow is found high
up in the mountains the entire year. A large
reservoir is made by damming up the moun-
tain streams. The snow, melting in summer,
rushes into a stream, This in turn is joined to
a large ditch. At the head of the ditch is an
intake gate. This can be opened and closed
at will. In this way water is drawn off and
the various fields are irrigated. The water
can be turned on whenever the fields need it.
The parts of our country where irrigation is
possible seldom have crop failures, because
water can be secured when it is needed.
A. This form of agriculture is carried on
where 1. crops are grown in summer
2. mountain streams make it possible
3. cities are near 4. there are large
reservoirs 5. there are crop failures
( )
B. Because irrigation is possible crop fail-
ures are 1. increased 2. reduced
3. possible 4. permitted 5. eliminated
. ( )
C. How do they stop the water from flood-
ing the fields? 1. by damming the
ditch 2. by use of gates 3. by opening
the reservoir 4. by irrigating the fields
5. by drawing off the water ( )
D. The best title for this story would be
1. Damming Up Streams 2. Supplying
Water for Irrigation 3. Crops in Dry
Weather 4. Building Huge Dams
5. Supplying Water for Colorado ( )
E. Land that is irrigated yields better har-
vests because 1. in summer it gets little
rain 2. it is high up in the mountains
3. water may be applied as needed
4. the water can be turned off
5. agriculture is carried on ( )
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IX.
Sugar beets must be raised where cheap
labor can be secured because the plants re-
quire a great deal of cultivation, most of
which must be done by hand. First the plants
are thinned and then blocked to get the cor-
rect number in the rows. The roots from
which the sugar is extracted are not like the
red beets which are eaten as vegetables, but
are more like the common turnips. These
roots are washed, sliced, and soaked in water.
The water is later drawn off and boiled into
beet syrup. Then the syrup is changed to a
brown sugar called raw sugar. The last step
is to send the raw sugar through the refinery,
where it is cleaned and whitened. Then the
white sugar is ready to be boxed and sold for
use in our homes.
A. Sugar beets must be raised where labor
is not expensive because they require
1. much tillage 2. much washing
3. many plants in a row 4. soaking in
water 5. much boiling ( )
B. What kind of labor is most used in the
raising of sugar beets? 1. machine
2. manual 3. difficult 4. easy
5. unusual ( )
C. The raw sugar is 1. made into syrup
2. refined and whitened 3. boxed and
sold 4. left as it is 5. changed to
brown sugar ( )
D. The best title for this story is 1. Block-
ing and Thinning Beets 2. Colorado
Sugar Beets 3. How Beet Sugar is
Obtained 4. Cleaning Raw Sugar
5. How £eet Sugar is Whitened ( )
E. Raising sugar beets requires 1. inexpen-
sive labor 2. syrup changed to sugar
3. sugar to be cleaned 4. many com-
mon turnips 5. raw sugar ( )
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X.
Airplanes are growing more important
every year. Todav they have travelled to
almost every part of the world and into many
places that would otherwise have remained
unexplored. Daring pilots have been re-
sponsible for many outstanding feats. They
have gone to the aid of dying men when there
was no other opportunity of reaching them.
At one time serum was carried to Alaska by
plane and saved the lives of many children
who were seriously ill of diphtheria. Every
day of the year, and in all kinds of weather.
Uncle Sam's pilots carry the mail through the
air. Practically every day one reads of some
new achievements of airplanes.
A. Airplanes have rendered valuable
service to humanity by 1. having no
other opportunity 2. aiding the sick
and dying 3. helping boys to become
pilots 4. carrying many diseases
5. taking passengers in the air ( )
B. The life of an airplane pilot is 1. lone-
some 2. easv 3. hazardous 4. happv
5. high ( )
C. Airplanes are used for a variety of serv-
ices such as 1. exploring, carrying
mail, and aiding the sick 2. carrying
mail in all sorts of weather 3. bring-
ing serum to diphtheria patients
4. serving humanity 5. travelling in all
kinds of weather ( )
D. The best title for this story is 1. Mail
Pilots 2. Exploring With Airplanes
3. Value of Airplanes 4. Life of an Air
Pilot 5. A Trip to Alaska ( )
E. The accomplishments of airplanes are
1. unimportant 2. understanding
3. trivial 4. significant 5. serious
( )
XI.
The mode of living on the plantations of the
South was vastly different from that of the
early New England people. The spacious
Southern mansions, surrounded by the many
slave cabins, gardens, and poultry yards, were
often in themselves small villages. While
many of these planters were living in wasteful
extravagance, the Puritans of New England
were living in modest two room homes. They
were thrifty people who were not in favor of
the riotous living and entertaining of the
planters. The New England people were
more interested in the establishment of good
common schools for all people, while the rich
planters did not favor this idea. They had
tutors at home for their children, or sent them
to Europe to be educated.
A. The New Englanders were interested in
1. having tutors for their sons
2. organizing good public schools
3. educating their children in England
4. living in two rooms 5. riotous living
and entertaining ( )
B. Which word best describes a Southern
planter? 1. frugal 2. gallant 3. brave
4. weak 5. lavish ( )
C. W^hich word best describes a New Eng-
land home? 1. magnificent 2. insig-
nificant 3. unpretentious 4..extensive
5. valuable ( )
D. The best title for this story is
1. A story of education 2. A Compari-
son of the Life of the Planters
3. Northern and Southern Modes of
Living 4. The Thrifty New England
People 5. Good Schools for All ( )
E. The Southern gentleman desired 1. com-
mon education for all 2. the organiz-
ing of good public schools 3. good edu-
cation for members of his own family
4. tutors for children in New England
5. good free schools for planters' sons
( )
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XII.
The pulmotor, a device for the resuscitation
of persons suffering from gas poisoning,
drowning, or electric shock, consists of a tank
of compressed oxygen which is thinned with
air and pumped into the lungs of the patient.
It must be remembered that if breathing is to
be produced artificially the process must be be-
gun within ten minutes after the breathing has
stopped or the person may not revive. There-
fore it is not safe to wait to begin to revive the
person until the pulmotor arrives. Some other
method of restoring consciousness should be
attempted in order to avoid a fatality. While
the pulmotor can be of great advantage, it is
also a very dangerous instrument in the hands
of an inexperienced person. There is great
peril, if the instrument is not properly handled,
of drawing the air out of the small air cells in
the lungs and collapsing them.
A. The pulmotor is an instrument for 1. col-
lapsing the lungs 2. avoiding drown-
ing 3. inducing artificial respiration
4. administering electric shock
5. inducing carbon monoxide ( )
B. What is conveyed to the patient by means
of the pulmotor? 1. concentrated oxy-
gen 2. a device of great advantage
3. air cells which collapse 4. a mixture
of oxygen diluted with air 5. a com-
bination of oxygen and nitrogen ( )
C. If the person is to be resuscitated, artificial
respiration should be started 1. by a
dangerous instrument 2. for collap-
sing the lungs 3. within ten minutes
4. by a tank of oxygen 5. by an inex-
perienced person ( )
D. What should one do while waiting for
the pulmotor? 1. attempt to avoid the
instrument 2. apply another type of
resuscitation 3. pump oxygen from a
tank 4. draw air out of lungs 5. di-
lute the air ( )
E. Why is the pulmotor a menace in the
hands of a novice? 1. the danger of in-
juring the stomach 2. might not ar-
rive on time 3. can be of great advan-
tage 4. should be properly handled
5. danger of collapsing the lungs ( )
Spelling
1.
2.
_
3.
_
4.
5._
6-.
7._
8.
9..
10..
11..
12..
13.
14.
15._
16.
17.
18._
19.
20.
Blackie was a little kitten. One day a big dog chased him. He became
frightened and ran up a tree. After he got high up in the branches he was afraid
to come down. The little girl who owned him came and stood beneath the
tree. She called to Blackie and showed him his dish of milk, hoping he would
want his supper enough to try to come down. But he would not come. Finally
her father called the fire chief. He sent a fireman with a ladder. The man went
up the tree and carried little Blackie down. The little girl was happy to have
her kitten again.
II.
John could hardly wait, so anxious was he to try the new canoe he had
received for his birthday. As soon as he finished his breakfast he raced with his
brother and sister to the lake. Here they examined his splendid new gift.
John's father showed him how to use the paddles and told him that he might
take his brother and sister for a short ride in the canoe, but warned him that
he must not go too far from shore before he was thoroughly familiar with
handling the new craft. All went smoothly, and gradually John forgot his
caution and drifted farther from shore. Suddenly there came a great gust of
wind. In a moment the lake was filled with heavy waves. John struggled to
keep the little canoe upright. Luckily they were not far from a small island.
He steered for this and reached the shore just as a particularly large wave
turned the boat bottom side up. The three children scrambled from the water
out on to the island just as another huge wave came in. The boat floated away,
and John feared he had lost his precious gift. But a party in a little steamer
presently came to the aid of the stranded children and rescued the boat which
had blown a distance away.
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